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D NCAA soccer championship this
weekend, see Sportsweek, page 17
DBeware the "boogeyman," he's in
Sound & Vision, page 12
D Students to register early for spring
term, see page 7
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Cutbacks will reducesummer courses
Gov. Bob Graham's mandate that · At a budget committee meeting pointments.
university's two sizable nonall state agencies cut their spending . Tuesday, administr.ators maintain- , Despite these constraints, course recurring funds were calculated into
by 2.49 percent has forced UCF ad- ed that every effort will be made to .offerings for the spring term will re- UCF.' s total revenue, officials are
ministrators to severely limit the · guard full-time faculty and staff · main the same.
not permitted to cut from these
university's number of summer · ;members from lay offs salary reducCurrently, professors are being funds.
course offerings and adjunct pro- tions and mandatory furloughs forced to limit their use of paper supInstead, Colbourn said the univerfessors.
without pay.
plies, long distance phone calls and sity officials are forced to decrease
In response to Graham's earlier 2
Hdwever, they also agreed that travel expenses.
.
their recurring budgets, which. are
percent budget cut this i;;ummer, course selections for the summer
''Virtually every segment of the received annually.
UCF trimmed $720,643. Most of terms will have to be se.verely university will be affected," UCF
This year, the legislature allocated
this came from the areas of engineer- limited and the university will President Trevor Colbourn said.
a special; non-recurring appropria~ng and general university equip- reduce appo~ntments of adjunct proColbourn called the recent cut "a tion of $2 million for engineering
ment.
fessors and place a freeze on new· ap- real Catch-22." Even though the
. Cutback, page 7

Adjuncts face
uncertain fate
with new cuts
by Deborah Parritt
Future news

Without the use of part-time faculty who receive no retirement or
hospitilization benefits, UCF could
not maintain its current range of
course offerings, university officials
said.
Although these pru:t-time . ·adjuncts say they enjoy teaching,
some have become demoralized due
Eiieen Somelson/Future
to the lack of benefits or job securijam.~.
ty.
''We are the migrant farm workers Students are fighting for changes to Alafaya Trail, one of two main roads that leads to the university.
of the university system," said one
adjunct from the Colleg.e of Arts and
Sciences who did not Wish to be
named.
If the state's recent 2.49 percent
cutback had reached 5 or 6 percent,
changing from a rural area to an urban district.
the adjunct program would have by Deborah L. Horton
./
Future news
"The problem is growing rapidly, but it still isn't as
been cut, resulting in a reduced
great as many other areas in the county," Hall said.
The student senate unanimously passed a.resolution "It definitely needs some work done. It's got a lot of
course schedule for the ·spring
semester according to Dean Ralph last Tuesday requesting immediate road im- traffic on it and could use some work for sure.'' · ·
Llewellyn of the College of Arts and provements along Alafaya Trail.
Sciences. The present cutback may · Sen. Robert Burkett introduced the re~olution reFigures from the Florida Department of Transportastill result in students being taught questing that Alafaya ..Trail be converted into a four- tion show that traffic has increased dramatically in the
by less experienced part-time 'facul- lane highway, that the speed limit be reduced, that past year. Presently Alafaya Trail serves 16,000 cars
ty, he said.
crosswalks be added and street lights be installed.
daily, while only 6,500 cars traveled the road daily a
The salaries for adjuncts range
The resolution was prompted by the fact that 75 ac- year ago.
There are no street lights along Alafaya Trail or
from $450 to $1,050 per credit hour, cidents have · occurred along Alafaya Trail since
University Boul~vard except at housing developm~nt
with annual raises-if they continue August, including one fatality.
·
Sgt. C.C. Hall of the Florida Highway Patrol said and apartment complex entrances.
to teach at the university, Dr. John
Adjuncts, page 28 that problem in increasing because the area is rapidly
Trai~ p~ge 14

Damn, this traffic

..

Senate resolution urges· DOT to improve
Alafa_ya in attempt to lower accident rate

Students to pay for unauthorized calls
by Deborah L. Horton
future news

More than $40,000 in
iunauthorized phone calls have
1been charged to the university
this year, most of which were
third-party billed calls, a UCF
housing spokesman said.
The Housing Office has paid for
$22,000 in unauthorized calls
since Spetember 1981, according
to Chris McCray, director of housing. Calls charged to other university numbers have resulted in
more than $20,000, John Goree.

vice president for Business Affairs, said.
Because of the outbreak in
unauthorized calls; Goree instructed Southern Bell to stop accepting third-party charges to
campus numbers after Nov.
5.
Any third-number billings
made after Nov. 5 will be investigated. Southern Bell's
business services manager, R. D.
Peele, indicated that parties making the calls will not only have to
make restitution, but will be
charged with intent to defraud

the telephone company.
Southern Bell Calling Cards
will be made available to faculty
and staff 'm embers who are
authorized to charge calls to campus numbers, according to Goree.
Students should contact the .
local Southern Bell busines·s of.fice if they wish to obtain calling
cards, Goree said.
Some dorm students admitted
to making fraudulent calls and
are reimbursing the school, according to McCray.
''Before we purchased our own
(Rohn) system, it was strictly bet-

ween Southern Bell and the stud~nt,'' McCray said.
One dorm resident charged
$1,500 in calls to her dorm phone
and others, McCray said. "She's
in the process of paying off those
calls,'' he said.
Another student number had
more than $200 worth of calls
charged to it. "If they (the
students) said they didn't owe it,
we have to eat it,,·, McCray said.
McCray .a dded that Southern
Bell may give the university
credit for some of the calls charged to dorm phones.
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AtA Glance
Political science internships available

WORLI) FAMOUS

KUNG
FU
*

KUNG FU EXPERT
MASTER P. CHAN

AUTHENTIC KUNG ~U

* TAI CHI CLASSES .
* SPECIAL INSTRUCTORS'

* BEGINNER/ADVANCED
* GROUP aPAIVATE CUSSES

COURSES FOR
ADVANCED TRAINEES

* MEN, WOMEN &CHILDREN
1i SELF DEFENSE
*WEAPONS

* WEIGHT CONTROL

WAH LUM TBMPLB

* CHINESE CULTUAE

.I

I PHILOSOPHY

Marketing Club to meet

I 275.•6177 I
851 N. GOLDENROD RD (HWY 15 A) ORLANDO

··1i """- ... u~ .
UN_ICORNS, PEGASUS,
DRAGONS.
& OTHER FINE GIFTS

*Boxes of all shapes " _~lzes

*Bone Ct!lna *Ceramic

*Jewelry *Chimes *Mugs *Cards

*Mirrors

..*Llmlt~d edition collector pieces

. CAPTURE Al.EGEND!

\.

•

The newly f01·med Graduate Business Student
Association will hold an important meeting on Dec. 3
at 6 p.m. in PH 210.
The proposed constitution and bylaws will be discussed and an announcement regarding the election of officers will be made. All graduate business students are
urged to attend.
A wine and <;heese social sponsored by the G BSA will
be held at the Winter Park Villa Apartments Clubhouse
on Dec. 4 from 6-8 p.m. Tickets can be purchased for $3
from pro-tern officers or at the door. All graduate
business students and their guests are welcome. All
faculty members of the College of Business Administra·
tion will be formally invited and admitted at no charge.
Casual business attire is requested. The clubhouse is
located on the east side of state road 436, one-half mile
south of University Bowevard.
For additional information concerning the association, see the GBSA bulletin board located outsid~ PH
202 ..

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

if.t
W

Applications for spring semester Political
Science/Pre-Law Internships are now available. Placement possibilities include Central Florida law offices,
Central Florida Congressional and state legislative offices and county an~ city government offices.
Sometimes it is also possible to set up an internship
in Washington D.C. or in such major Florida cities as
Tallahassee~ Miami, Tampa or Ft. Lauderdale. In recent
years, interns have been placed in the offices of Sen.
Paula Hawkins, Congressman Bill Nelson and Sen.
Georg.e Stuart.
Internships are available for either four or eight
hours of credit. Interns working outside the Central
Florida area are eligible for as many as 12 hours credit.
Students majoring in areas other than political
science are encouraged to apply. To be selected, an intern must have at least a junior standing and a 3.0
overall Grade Point Average plus a 3.0 or better
average in all politicRI science work. Additionally, the
intern should have completed sufficient relevant course- ·
work to assure success in the internship.
Further information may be obtained from Dr.
Marilyn Whisler, intern coordinator, at X-2608. Applications for the spring semester must be submitted
by Dec. 6 either to Whisler (HFA 425) or the Political
Science Department (HF A 426.)

We have the largest collectlon ot Unicorns In Florida
come see what we have to show you for the holiday season.
Uni~orn Christmas ornaments, cards, calendars & much more!

·UoicoRll Cc>R.DeR

MON..sAr.: 10AM-s:30PM

•..:.:;.:urry Ford Road (One block W. of Bumby) 894-0451

------------------------------

SDX meets today ·
The UCF chapter of The Society of Professional J our-·
nalists, Sigma·.Delta Chi, will hold a meeting today
from 10-11 a.m. The meeting will be held in the Student
Organizations Lounge, located in the Student Center.
· The Editor in chief, .ad manager and business manager
of tlie Future Will discuss several aspects of journalism,
including the making of the school newspaper and the
importance of student participation in that process.
Refr~shments will be served at the meeting.
More at a glance, page 14

-----------~---------,

TRANSFERRING TO
$5.00 .

OFF

? .·I

UF at Gainesville•

j

i

Beautiful Town house Apartments I
Now Available for Spring Semester

1 BR
2 BR

INTERSTATE MA l L
1-4 & S .R . 43()

331-1913
Quality Foo rwea 1

•

F1,,•111i • . '>t: ' •

•

Walking Distance to Carn pus

NIKE • .KANGAROOS • PUMA
ADIDAS • ETONIC •MANY MORE

Mon-Sat 10-9, Sun 11-6:00

$240 :\·. · .1 Mo.
$260 \)1)/ Mo.

valid with coupon
01 student 1.0.

------------------------------ ---------------------

LANDMARK APARTMENTS
904-372-6535
1111 SW 16th Av e

i
__J

-
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Crowds cramming conlputer center
by Donna Howell
Fu1ure news

A shortage of equipment, overcrowding and faulty air conditioning
have created unpleasant conditions
at the main computer center, a
university spokesman said this
week.
According to Computer Operations Manager Alice Pangborn,
there is "just a plain shortage all
around of equipment, support and
space."
More than 1,200 students majoring in computer science, in addition
to students in other majors, will
need to use UCF's computers during
the spring term.
Between .50 and 75 students wait
to use Computer Center II' s 23 terminals and 22 keypunch machines
during critical periods· from 8 to 1O
p.m. Temperature levels often reach
90 degrees due to both student and
_computer-generated heat, Pangborn
estimated.

Problems of overcrowding have increased even after last summer's expansion of the main computer center
from one to two buildings.
Since the second building does not
meet state requirements for a
special computer center air conditioning system, the university must
abide by the statewide 78- degree
temperature requirement. Two electrical fans and a single window in
the main computer room help trt

alleviate the heat problem.
All these problems become
especially severe, students say, near
the end of ·the semester and
periodically as major project
deadlines near. Two students cited
instances of one-hour waits for
keypunch machines and half-hour
waits for terminals.
Overcrowding, excessive heat and
computer breakdowns were mentioned as major problems, especially

from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and· after 7
p.m. The Computer Center is open
24 hours a day except from 3 to 8
a.m. on Sundays.
UCF's Harris 800 mainframe computer is part of a statewide system.
A student in Orlando can access
Univesity of Florida's NERDC
system or other universities' computers for certain programs.
Pangborn estimated that annual
mainframe maintenance and operations costs $100,000. Installation
fees for each terminal costs $800, in
addition to monthly operating expenses of $25.
·Most terminals are either Apple,
Televideo or ADM3A models. Of the
23 available at Computer Center II,
15 have video· displays while eight
are deckwriters without video
displays.
In addition to the terminals in
Computer Center II, two other
facilities are available. A lab in the
Engineering Building and a
business lab in Howard Phillips Hall
cater to those majors.

327 sophomores fail to tclke the CLAST
by Krys Fluker
Future news

..

•

Approximately 327 sophomores
still - have not taken the College
Level Academic Skills Test, according to Dr. Beth Barnes, assistant
dean of Undergraduate Studies at
UCF. ·
Although 897 students were expected to take the Oct. 23 CLAST,

including 547 sophomores and about
350 candidates -for associate of arts
degrees, 689 registered and only 570
actually took the test, which covered
reading, writing and computation ~
skills . . ·
Surprisingly, the major complaint
of students who took the test was
that it was too easy. ·
Barnes, the CLAST coordinator,
explained that the test is not yet

HYPNOTISM

complete. For example, the speech
portion of the test has not been completed arid .only half of the projected
computation section was on the recent test.
"It will probably be more difficult
in the future," she said. The test is
still being adjusted ''in an effort to
test items and set standards for
passing and failing."
Although all sophomores .are re-

WEENIE
ROAST
On the courtyard
in front of the cafeteria

ESP, Mind Reading
An Exhibition by

quired to take the test this year, failing it will not prevent anyone from
receiving an associate's degree or
proceeding - above the sophomore
level. until August 1984. However,
scores will be placed in students'
permanent files.
Individual score reports for those
who took the October test will be
mailed Dec. 3.

-The Student
Cent.erCinem
All movies are 50 cents for Students,
$1.50 for Non-Students

Nov. 19 5-7pm

TOM DELUCA

$2.50 or Meal Ticket

Nov.30

Entertainment By

8:00 p.m.
Student Center Auditorium _

JOHN CHARLES

DRAFT
HOUSE

UNDER THE RAINBOW
8:30
f\uv. 19. 21 SCA

MIDHIGH_T

NOV.19 SCA

·Ski-Trip to SNOW SHOE
is full
·good job Carl and Colette !!

Dec.10,12 SCA
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Radio workers seek funds for format
by Roger Simmons
Future news

A proposed format change. to
classical music has sent student
employees of WUCF-FM scurrymg
to find financial backing for the current rock format.
As reported in the Nov. 5 issue of
the Future, station manager Keith
Fowles plans to implement a new
forma·t that would emphasize
classical and big band music, similar
to the station's present Sunday format.
The station hopes to be between
75 and 80 percent self supporting
within tlie next two years. Fowles
previously said he feels that funding '

can be obtained more easily with a
classical format, rather· than one
which emphasizes rock and jazz.
Gloria Seidule, a :taff member at
WUCF, is one of several students
who disagrees with Fowles. Seidule
and others have initiated their own
fund-raislng campaign to underwrite the present rock/jazz format.
''We want to prove that there are
people out there who would under.write a soft rock/hard rock/fusion
jazz format," she said. She and two
other ·students were chosen by the
group to try to find patrons f<;>r the
present format.
But according to station manager
Brian McDonell, the plans are still
underway for 'Fowles' format

change.
''Changing to classical is the direction to take to get funds for the station,'' McDonell said. ''It is the only
route to take to be self-sufficient in
the next three years.''
Seidule said that her group currently is approaching businesses in
the area for funding of either the
classical or rock ·format, in an at:tempt to determine which format
businesses ·would prefer to fund.
Meanwhile, staff members who
support the format change are seeking funding for the ·present Sunday
classical format in order to
demonstrate how easily funding can
be obtained.
The· station's board of directors

has set the second week in December
as the deadline to procure funding
for the present format. Seidule said
she hopes this funding battle will
give the station an indication of
what kind of music people think it
should play.
Fowles was unavailable for comment.

.

Lawsuit may
delay aid for
next semester
by Cynthia Brewster
Contributing writer

A lawsuit filed in a Washington
D.C. District Court is threatening to
delay the distribution of. financial
aid forms for the 1983-84 school
year, according to Don Baldwin,
director of Financial Aid at UCF.
The students filing the lawsuit
against the Department of Education are contesting the $6 charged
by private processing companies,
such as the American College
Testing Program and the College
Scholarship Service.
E";en though there is a law which
prohibits charging fees for processing federal aid applications, the
ACT and CSS charges students the
processing fee because the Department of Education refused to subsidize a fee waiver for students applying only for .federal aid.

•

Approximately ·three-quarters of
the students applying for federal aid
use the private companies' forms,
rather than the government form
which is. available for .free.
Although a decision may be reached soon at the district court level,
Baldwin said the case probably will
be appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

•

r· -------------1

I ~" ~~
·I
CJ ~~odP Pizzeria I
II o' . or$1.00
off Large I
Medium pizza~
1
1

1

I

withad 1

I Casselton Corner 5
I 1049 N. Semoran Bl~d.

.

_____________ __I

I..._ Winter Park, Florida 671 _7500 I

EPICUREAN
Restaurant
•
American and Mediterranean
Cuisine

Specializing In Greek Food

GI

.1

RUMS OF PUERTO RICO

r ...

DON Q RUM, 80 AND 151 PROOF, @ 1982, DON Q IMPORTS, HARTFORD, CONN .

Excellent Steaks, Seafood and
Wild Game
Fine Wines

Lunch 11-4/Dinner 4-Till
7900 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando. Fla.

t'ZJ7-2881

•
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DAILY HAPPY HOUR.·
11AMto7PM
2-FOR-l DRINKS
$1 OFF ON PITCHERS

•

••
•
•
••
•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
•
•
: FREE ADMISSION : ·
•
••
•
•

•

: AFTER UCF GAME :
: WITH STU-DENT :

MONDAY
e$1.00 NIGHT
$1.00 MIX DRINKS,
BEER,
FROZEN
MARGARITAS
2 NEW WAVE BANDS
HEINEKEN & BECKS BEER $1.00
TUESDAY ••••••••••
•Drink or Drown
SPMto 12 PM
Girls .$3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
ONICKEL
BEER
NIGHT
5 ¢FOR DRAFT BEER
50 ¢ · FOR
MIXED
DRINKS
THURSDAY•••••••••
•Ladies Night
3 Free Drinks for ladies
SUNDAY••••••••••••
•HAPPY HOUR
All Day & Evening·
2 For 1 Drinks
$1 Off Pitchers
HEINEKEN & BECKS BEER $1.00

••
•
•
: l.D.
:
••
•••
••
•
•••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
••
••
•
•
•

•

ORLANDO, FLA.
UPC_OMING CONCERTS

Billy Thorpe Nov 22
Every Night Special -Domestic Bottle Beer $1. 00
Bar Brands
$1.00
24 oz Bud Draft
$1.50

•

•
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JOIN US AT SEA WORLD

.

Want To Lose Weight?

A HAPPY HOLi .
SEASON!

A speeial section of behavioral weight control will be of. fered in the Spring by Dr. Marilyn Zegman of the
Psychology Dept. You will be· able to ·receive academic
credit (2 credit hours) for participating in this program.

.

To be eligible for the class, you must be
1. Female
·
.
2. At least 15% overweight as determined by our staff ·
3. Agreeable to a preliminary assessment that will
begin Oct. 25 and will run until the beginning of
registration.

Let Sea World make this. a special
holiday season for you. Right now we
are building a team of energetic and
enthusiastic temporary seasonal
employees ·who will assist us in
·spreading Sea Worlc~'s special holiday
cheer. We have numerous openings in
various departments throughout the
theme park and at Florida Festival.

The assessment will involve the following:
1. a weigh-in
.2. Completing questionnaires involving experience with
dieting and cooking.
3. Quizzes of your knowledge of the caloric and
nutritive value of food. These quizzes will be unreleated to
your Spring semester grade in behavioral weight c'?ntrol. ·
In order to receive academic c.redit for the Spring
behavioral weight control program, you will receive a
special registration form upon completion of the Fall
assessment, provided that you meet all other criteria.

Become a part of the holiday spirit at
Sea World. To apply, just stop by our
Employment Center between 9:00 am
and 4:00 pm, Monday through Friday.

Because there is a limit to the number of people who can
register, I would encourage you to contact us quickly if
you are interested in this program.

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

You can leave your name · and number either in Dr.
Zegman's mailbox in the Psychology Dept. (PH 323) or on
her answering machine. The number is 671-9837. Someone
will return your message promptly. ,

UCF Basketball is Big ·Stuff

..

1982-83 Student Ticket Distribution
Please read carefully:
A new. ticket distribution system has been set up for the coming men's and women's
basketball season, and it is important.that you follow this procedure if you want your
free tickets for the games this season.
For each men's game and women's and men's doubleheader, 1,2000 free tickets will be
8et aside for UCF students. You may obtain one ticket per student ID by showing your
validated ID card at the Ticket Agency in the Bookstore during the five days preceding
each game (as long as supply lasts). Students will need tickets for every game, and free
tickets will not be available at the door. Tickets are availab.le five days before each
game,f and remain available as long as supply lasts, until the Bookstore. closes on the
day of the game. Your ID will not admit you at the door.
Please plan ahead to obtain your free student tickets for this season's men's and
women's basketball gaines. Advance tickets are not needed for women's games which
are not part of a doubleheader. Your ID will admit you at the door. ·

Sat.

1981-8& Men's Basketball
Knl11Chtll' Home Sehed11le
Nov.20
Savwmah State

7:30

Frt.-

Fri.

Dec.a

6:00

Sun.

Holiday World Tournament-FlU-A uburn
(Montgomeryl, UCF-

a:oo

Sat. .

Dec.4

Third Place,
6:00
Cham plonshl p Games 8:00

Wed .

Dec.8

Monmouth

7:30

Sut.

Dcc.11

Bethu nc-Cook man•

8:00

Sat.

Thurs. Dcc.16

orU1 P11rk•

8:00

Sat.

Dec.18

Vuldostn State

7:30

~Ion

Dec.20

West Georgia

8:00

l\lon.

Jan . 3

Towson St11te•

8:00

Sat.
Tues.
Tues.
Fri .
Sat.
Mon.
Mon.
Mon.

Jlll1.8
Jun. 11
Jan. 18
Jan. 28
Jan.29
Feb. 7
Fcb.14
Feb. 21

Ford hum
••Rollins•
••Florida Inst. of Tech.
Cc"ntcnary
• •mscuync
••Florida Sou them•
••st. Leo•
.. Eckerd

8:00
8:00
7:30
8:00
7:30
8:00

• • Saashlae State Conference
•Doubleheader With Women

8:00

7:30

198&-83 Women's B&11ketball
Lady Knights' Home Sehed11le
Nov. 26
Central Florida ThanksTBA
through
giving "Sun Roast~ Tourney TBA
Nov.28
Valdosta State, Cent.rel
Iowa, Troy State, Union
(Tenn.), No. Georgia) Davis
&Elklns(W.Va),
Montevallo, UCF

Dec.11

Georgl a Southwestern•

6:00

Thurs Dec.16

Dw-t.mouth•

6:00

Mon.

Jan.3

Southern Maine•

6:00

Wed.

Jan.5

Bluefield State

7:30

Thurs Jw1.6
through
Sul.
Jan.8

Tues.
Wed .
Mon.
Mon.
Sat.
Mon.
Sat.

Jan. 11
Jan.19
Jan. 24
Feb. 7
Feb.12
Feb. 14
Feb. 19

Central Florida lloliduy
TBA
Classl&-Dcltu State, South~rn rtltnols, GeorRln
Southern, Florida A&M,
McNcesc Sta.le, SE Loul&
Inna, Bethune-C_,()()kman,l C.F
••Rollins•
6:00
Flagler
7:30
Mluml
7:30
0
•
1-lorlda Sou lhern •
6:00
..Eckerd
7:30
••st. Leo•
6:00
••Tumpu
7:30

• "Suasblae State Coafereace
•Doubleheader With Men

275-21.39 for more information

•

..

.
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Registration moved up despite snares
ADVANCE REGISTRATION
17:00-last
Returning Graduates by
sched. appt.
appointment
·
Returning Graduating and other
9:00-11:30
Nov. 29
13:00-16:00
seniors by appointment
Nov. 30
9:00_:_11:30
Returning Undergraduates by
13:00-16:30appointment
9:00-11:30
Returning Undergraduates by
Dec.1
13:00-16:30
appointment
9:00-11:30
Returning Undergraduates by
Dec. 2
13:00-16:09
appointment
17:00-last
Returning Post ·Baccs by
sched. appt.
appointment
t b a c k - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 1

by Deborah L. Horton

The university's registrar, Dan
Chapman, offered another reason for
advance registration.
The university will continue to
"One of the major advantages to
schedule advance registration early registration is that it lets the
periods for the spring and summer deans of several colleges adjust,
despite the format's financial where possible, the master schedule
drawback, registration officials said. to accommodate the most number of
"Advance registration costs students,'' Chapman said.
about $30,000," Ed Knight, director
However, publishing a complete,
of records and registration, said. It accurate class schedule for advance
also ties up 60 professors for four registration is a problem. More than
days, he said. All this is repeated 125 changes are made after the colduring regular registration and leges submit their course offerings
add/drop. This term advance and before the schedule is printed,
registration is scheduled before ex- · Knight said.
am week as an experiment, Knight
He suggested that the university
said.
publish an annual, permanent class
"By giving this registration a schedule, initially for the basic enweek prior to the exams, the vironmental education courses.
students might miss some reviews
For students, one drawback to adbut they won't miss the test," he vance registration is that they must
said.
register for classes without knowing
The earlier registration time will if they have successfully completed
also create less of a disturbance to their current courses.
professors, who will have more time
Another anticipated disadvantage
to advise students than during exam is that more students must go
-week, Knight. said.
through add/drop, Chapman said.
Future news
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$5 off on Style, Cut and
Blowdry to UCF Faculty
and
Stud.ants
(w/ID)-,

CU

equipment and $500,000 for other impact on the three universities
scientific and technical equipment. with these engineering programs,''
The University of Florida and Colbourn said. "The result being if
University of South Florida received you live in Pensacola you have a
similar allocations, Colbourn said.
much greater·educational opportuniBecause of the manner in which ty than if you live in Orlando, Tamthe recent cuts were calculated, pa or Gainesville."
universities which did not receive
UCF's administrators must subnon-recurring allocations -for the mit a report to the Governor's office
development of engineering pro- detailing where they will cut funds
grams, such as University of West by friday morning.
Florida at Pensacola, are at an adThis a.rticle was compiled by
vantage, Colbourn said.
"I can't believe it would be the in- Michelle Naspinski and Kathleen ·
tent of the Governor to have that Foronda.
-

,..-~--------$1.50 off ..I

Join Us:.._Sun. Nov. 2J

I

:any large
p~za with 3 or:
. tnore1te1Ds
I

Airplane and Glider Contest

8:00-S:OOPM

1

1

: PiZza Capri :
I
I
I
I

WE OFFER:

•Airplane & Glider Rides

•Rental
e.lnstrucUon

I
I
I
I

7530 E. Colonial Drive
(Comer of 15A)
Phone 282·0212

FLYING SEMINOLE RAN~
Weekday Discount On Gilder Rentals

For Information Call 365-3201
{3 M~les East Of Oviedo On Hwy. 419 South}

-- ·• . -. ...

'--------~--- - .

C ARRIE NAT1o~r
. · .1~S
TAVERN · ·

·

25cDraft
9-Midnite

-c----- , . ·-

~

Thurdsay

Tuesday

Ladies Nite Free Draft
For Ladies 8-10

Beast Nite Starting 8 PM .
Moosehead & Elephant Beer
81.00 Bottle

Friday
Extra Happy Hour 4-8

Wednesday

Sa~urday.

Greek Night
82.50 pitchers all
night with Greek
jersey or pin

Happy Hour 8-10
Every Thursday
and Saturday D.J. & Dance

Sunday.
.All Imports 81.10
all day· ·

(Fairway Shopping Center) 11636 E. Highway 50 273-4297
--

•

~

·DJ\NCING THURSDAY
AND SATURDAY

Hot Sandwiches .
Monday

·- ..
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SPEAKER A
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I
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SPEAKER B
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· PHON

· AUX

ROCK, JAzl., CLASSICAL, ON 89UCF. REACH FOR IT!

~

SOFT-ROCK 7AM·12NOON; 1PM·5PM
UNIVERSITY MAGAZINE 12NOON·1PM

~

MATINEE &. SYMPHONY SPM·BPM
~- PRIME TIME JAIJ. 8PM-11PM

~ NITE ROCK 11PM·12MIONIGHT

~"'""-

I ~Q--t:fn

WUCF-FM
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SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINKI
Time wise - SOC is closer
to stud~nts in' - yellow
area than the main
campus is! Consider traffic~ 1-4, E/W Expressway,
distance ...
e.g. save 10 minutes from
Altamonte Springs

1-4

.
·-··
t

TO SANFORD

"'.DA YT-ONA
I

- .-,-f-1· ,.;,
·•
.· • · Ut..Gwooo
- !.- ,-, - -' I .. ·~

- - r..

·
-

.---;
... - 9, - :··-:i-t=!if.f~~T.,,A~ONTE
W

I

t

; --t-- - r

I

- SPRl!t_GS
I

'GOLDENROD .

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake EUenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881 .
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOU_R CATALOG AND WITH YOUR ADVISOR'S HELP
REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MA.JORS
ACC2021
EC02023
ENC3210
MAC3233

MAN3010
MAN3504
MAR3023
STA3023

· BASIC COURSES FOR EVERYONE
ACC2021
AMH 2020
COC 11®
ECO 2023
ENC 1101
ENC 1102
GEO 1200

HUM 2230
MAC 1104
MAN 3010
PQS 2041
PSC 1512
. SPC 1014
2 hr. elective· ZOO 1~0

UPPER DIVISION COURSES
ANT3410
ENC3210
HSC3081
. JOU3003
MAC3233
MAN3504

MAR3023
MMC4200
POS3235
PS83442
STA3023

EDUCATION and GRADUATE ENGINEERING classes also available at SOC. PLEASE CALL
COMPUTER SERVICES AT SOC: We have a Decwriter U computer terminal tied to the main
campus. UCF students locate<i in SOC's service area are encouraged to use this equip·
ment.
·
*To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to soc (855-0881) 10-5 any day. You then register for Main Campus courses at your scheduled appointment
time by going tc;> the Problem Table.
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
offers

CLASSES for FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students
To ensure your place in these courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE at SOC (855-0881) - 1·05 any day. You then register for Main Campus c~urses at your scheduled appointment time by.
going to the Problem Table.

SPRING ·1913
REG. KEY
3115
1670
2036
1279
3194
1595
1615
1628
1629
5195
6145
1704
1169
. 1737
1745
323"1
3242
3160
1178
2004
2013
1928
1892
1217
1218
1219
1797
1142

w

PFX

NO

ACC
AMH
ANT
coc
ECO
ENC
ENC
ENC
ENC
GEO
HSC
HUM
JOU
MAC
MAC
MAN
MAN
MAR
MMC
POS
POS
PSB
psc
SPC
SPC
SPC
STA
zoo

2021
2020
3410
1100
2023
. 1101
1102 .
3210
3210
1200
3081
2230 .
3003
1104
3233
3010
3504
3023
4200
2041
3235
3442
1512
1014
1014
1014
3023
1020

PM
MONDAY
• 2·sessions per week

....J

:::::::>

0
w

::c
0en
a:::
:::::::>

0
>-

z<(

6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9
8-10
9-10
9-10

SEC

A.cc2021
ENC3210
ENC3210
MMC4200
·coc 1100
*MAC3233
*STA 3023

51
-51
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
51
V51
51
51
51
51
e2

53
51
V51

SEM COURSE TITLE
DAY
PM TIME
HRS
3
Principles of Accounting II
MON
6-9
3
U.S. History: 18n-Present
THR
6-9
3
Cultural Anthropology (NO PRE-REQ) THR
6-9
3
Introduction to ·Computer Science
MON/WED 8-10/9-10
3
Principles of Economics II
7-10
JUE
3
Composition I
THR
6-9
3
Composition II
TUE
7-10
3
Professional Report Writing I
MON
6-9
3
Professional Report Writing I
MON
6-9
3
Physical Geography
WED
6-9
3
Medical Self Assessment
WED
6-9
3
Western Humanities II
THR
6-9
3
History of American Journalism
TUE
6-9
3
College Algebra
TUE/THR
5-7/9-10
3
Concepts of Calculus
MON/WED 9-10/8-10
3
Management of Organizations
THR
6-9
3
Production/Operations Management WED
6-9
3
Marketing
TUE
6-9
._,·6-9
3
Mass Communication Law
MON
j
American Nat'I Government (TV TAPE) Asct
4
Mass Media & Politics
TUE
6-10
Drug·s & Behavior ·
3
WED
6-9
3
Physical Science
THR
3-6
3
Fund. of Oral Communication
TUE
2-5
3
Fund. of Oral Communication
W~D
6-9
3
Fund. of Oral Communication
THR
3-6
3
Fund. of Probability & Statistics
MON/WED 9-10/6-8
2
Biology of Man (Ty TAPE)
iASC

,,

PM

TUESDAY

2-5

SPC 1014-51

5-7

*MAC 1104

6-9
6-9

JOU3003
MAR3023

7-10
7-10

EC02023
ENC 1102

PM

6-8
6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9
8-10
9-10

....J

a.:

I

*STA3023
.GEO 1200
HSC3081
MAN3504
PSB 3442
SPC 1014-52
*MAC3233
·coc 1100

t

PM

THURSDAY

3-6

3-6

PSC 15·l2
SPC 1014-53

6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9
6-9

AMH2020
ANT 3410
ENC 1101
· HUM2230
MAN 3010

9-10

IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO AN
18-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIRED CLASSES AT THE
SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS

PLAN CAREFULLY

-0

r
)>

z

-<
0

c;iO
CJ)

0

*MAC 1104

POS 2041 8c ZOO 1020 on TV Tape
AT STUDENT'S CONVENIENCE
Arrange viewing day and time with~ Technician

YOUR ATIENTION PLEASE!

FREE PARKING

WEDNESDAY

::c
m
CJ

cr

m

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Elle•r Drive
Ph. 855-0881
In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
Dr•.R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR

so

TEXTBOOK SALES

__..,,

._McCOY

•
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Legislative Report
SENATORS

Lake Underhill &Goldenrod Rd.
Rena's V~llage Plaza

25 Machines •• Co·Ed

.

·If

ARTS & SCIENCES
•Spraker, Cindy
Johnson, Luci•
Payas, Carlos
Green, Dort
Stanton, Pat
Knox, Monty
Posslen, Richard
Skaggs, Tim
Turner, Jim
Halbert, Stan
BUSINESS ADMIN.
Johnson, Kathleen
Fish, Richard
Thakkar, Cheetra
Harriman, Sherri
Keefner, Jim
Nesheim, Mike
Hall, Wayne
Raymond, Dorothy
•Lopez, Raul
EDUCATION
Bush, Janet

BEG. BILL FIN. Jay, Susan
15·6
Rotter, Rob
•Armbruster, Mike
p White, Sandra
y
L
p
A ENGINEERING
N
A Joseph, Sam
A
A Peaden, Cary
N
L
p. Britton, Keith
p
N
p
p MacArthur, Mary
y
A
A Wolf, Robert
p Gizinski, Steve
L
N
A
A HEALTH
p
p Middleton, Gena
N
Rosevelt, Sandra
p
N
A LIBERAL STUDIES
p
p
y
Zeak, Carl
p
A AT-LARGE
p
N
P . Geary, Mark
p
p Adair, Jeff
y
A Veroskl, Kim Sue
A
p
A Burkett, Robert
p
p PROTEMPORE
y
A
A Kiser, Dave
DAYTONA
p BREVARD
p
N

p
p
A
A

p
p
A
A

y

p
L
p
p
p
A

N
N
N
N

p
A

N

p
A

p

N

p

p
p
p
p

y
N

p
p
A
p

p
p
p

N

N

y

N
N

N

p
p
p
p
p
A

p
A
A

•

SENATOR OF THE WEEK: ROBERT BURKETT
Robert was chosen as Senator of the Week for his extensive work toward making Alafaya Trail safer.
MEASURE ACTED ON THIS WEEK
BILL 15-6 (AUOCATING FUNDS FOR STUDENT CENTER CLERK TYPIST 11)
BiU 15-6 was desipd to provide the Student Center with additional funds to upgrade a half-time position.to a full-time
position. The proposed upgrade would have placed a full-time Career Service personnel behind the Student Center Main Desk
to ron the day-to-day operations of the desk and to take on some added responsibilities such as a university master calendar. It
was the concern of the introducer, Sen. Jim Keefner, that the Student Center would be needkssly stifled in the development of
services and programs by continuing in their present status.
It was the rizjority opinion of the Senate that the some goala could be accomplished without the hiring of additional personneL

G~and

Opening Special
$175.00
~
Rena's Village ~-w~w,es;"0' 8
.

·

Plaza

-

c

~

•

MEASURE TOBE ACTED ON NEXT WEEK
BILLS
A 16-lOAllocating money for the prm:hase of griUs for a picnic area in the commons area.
B. 16-11 Providing money for the purchase of audUrvisual equipment for university clubs and organizations.
C 16-12 Allocating funds to Jazz Lab for purpose of a concert and trouel
D. lfXJ Revising the election statutes.
RESO~UTIONS

A 16-7 Recommending changes in the current registration and add/drop policies and requirements of course repeat policy.

!ATTENTION STUDENTS
Representation of the student body on the Clubs & Organization Committee is composed of fiue student senators elected by
the Senate, the Pro Tempore, and two students at large appointed by the Student Body President. If you are interested in
representing students on this committee, please contact the President of the Student Body at 275-2191.
·

· Respectfully Submitted
D.ovid R. Kiser
President Pro Tempore
15th Student Senate

LK. Underhill Rd.

281·0030

G~ft

..

Ideas Getting You Down?

Let one of the Bookstore's friendly elves help you during the
s -o oKSTbRE'S CH·R ISTMAS SALE.

Special shipments are on their way:

•

T-Shirts (Children ·& Adults)
Records & Cassette Tapes
Gift Books

Plus Mµch More

•

Plan to visit us
December 6th - 10th, 1982
8:30 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Monday & Tuesday
We.dnesday - Friday
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

•
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Making music
by Wayne Starr ·
Future staff

Dorothy and Toto weren't the only ones who wanted out of Kansas.
Just as the little girl and her lovable.
pooch skipped down the yellowbrick road to the lan<l: of Oz, four
young musicians drove down the U.
S. Interstate highway system to the
next best thing-Orlando.
"Nothing was happening in Kansas," explained Jeff Nicely of the
rock 'n' roll band, Menu. "We heard
that Orlando was a growing, changing area where new bands could get
a chance to be heard. ·we had to settle someplace and this seemed as
good as any other.''
And they are getting that chance
to be seen and heard. After gigs at
Brassy's, Angels and The Point
After, guitarist Nicely, along with
bandmates Russ Van Schuyuey
(bass), Randy Wineinger (drums)
and lead vocalist Mark Crain will be
at .t he Pitcher House Pub in Fern
Park this weekend. Menu will also
appear at the Coral Reef Pub, directly across from UCF on Alafaya
Trail, ori Dec. 10-11. Van Schuyuey
also does double-duty as manager
. (hook.4tg gigs), while Nicely is in
charge of selecting songs and ar-

Tapping into the local music market;
one band's attempt at measured success

they want.''
Their song selection spans the
contemporary music spectrum.
From the Rolling Stones to Code
Blue, and from the Jam to the
'Kinks, Menu plays them all with
refreshing exuberance. As Nicely
puts it: "We've got a simple
philosophy. If we like a song and we
can play it well, then we'll play it.
We're not going to do a song just
because it's popular if we can't do it
well."
Menu knows that for every group
like the Go-Go's and the Police,
there are hundreds of often equally
talented bands who never hit it big.
But this hasn't' discouraged them.
''We know it's not going to be easy,''
Nicely said. "We know we've got to
work hard. We've got to pay our
dues.
. "We're all committed to at least
the next five years. We're· going to
MENU: (I to r) Lead vocalist Mark Crain, drummer Randy Wineinger, use that time to perfect our sound
guitarist Jeff Nic~ly and bassist Russ Van Schuyver
and our stage show, continue to
write our own songs. and hopefully .
"We don't play heavy metal and record an LP," Nicely added.
ranging the shows . .
About the. only things the
What kind of music does Menu we don't play Top 40," said Nicely.
play? "We hate to try to categorize ''We like to think we offer a tight, members don't have to worry about
ourselv.es," Nicely said, "but that power-pop type of rock 'n' roll. It's are tax shelters, financial advisers,
seems to be standard procedure in really tough t-0 slap a label on it. lawyers and accountants-all the
American music-everything has to We'd li~e for people to come see us headaches that go hand-in-hand
have labels."
and then they can call us whatever with superstard~m.

Hot Dog!

~
·~

<J3

/
I

/

...

/
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41
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Spellbinding hypnotist Tom DeLuca returns to the UDR on Nov. 30
·for a lighthearted look at what he calls "BSP." The show will feature au- ·
dience participation and is free to all entranced students. ~eer, nachos
and popcorn will be available for this dinner club setting. DeLuca will
also make a brief appearance at the Student Center cafeteria from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. on Tuesday.

Human bodies in motionthe im~ges of Pilobol.us
ed by Carol Parker, filled the stage
with sensual -images. Soft lighting
and a jazz saxophone coupled with
Dance-"a series of rhythmic and Parker's sweeping movements in a
patterned bodily movements usual- flowing gown established a more
· ly performed to music.'' Pilobolus relaxed mood.
Dance Theatre certainly is that. , Two works that ev-0ked little
Beyond those words however, relaxation were "Ciona" (the openperception plays a heavy role.
ing wo~k) and "Bonsai." Both conBecause whimsy is key element centrated less on gender OJ:'.ientation·
in their performance, the serious than shape and movement occupyside of their work is often overlook- ing space.
This was especially true in
ed. This was evident at their Bob
Carr performance this month. The ''Ciona. '' An array of constantly
Orlando audience, thro~gh ex- chan g ing groups created a
perience (Pilobolus was here in kaleidoscope of form', backed by the
April) and advertising, was primed electronic music of Jon Appleton.
for pun.
.The work, a study of contrasts,
Humor wasn't absent, though. It seemed both primitive and
presented itself as an integral part . futuristic, like alternately looking
of all the pieces but dominated only through a microscope and through a pi-lob-o-lus-/ n., a genus of saprophytic fungi notable for the forcible ejecone, "Walklyndon." In "Walklyn- telescope.
.tion of the entire ripe sporangium
don," a. group of four males toyed
"Bonsai" had a notable oriental appeared farcical but contained a that covered all but the male
with male stereotypical behaviors. feel with some of the same rearrang- . solid vein of seriousness that many dancer's legs. Thus, the women grew
Dressed in brightly colored boxer ing formations of "Ciona." It was a in the audience seemed to overlook. up literally to a grand scale.
shorts and unaccompanied by more enclosed work-the dancers The work moved through the lives of
music, they romped through a series moving from within the groups to two women from childhood to old
The admixture of these elements
of gymnastic movements.
form different shapes. Perhaps this age, blencUng humor into each stage. (farce, illusion, seriousness) made
On the gentler and mostly more was an attempt to express a more Illusion also played a strong role in the work an outstanding finale
serious side of movement, Eastern mode of thinking.
_
this dance. The women stood atop because it was most symbolic of
"Moonblind," a solo piece performThe final work, "Untitled (1975)," -male dancers' shoulders with gowns Pilobolus.
by Zim Davis

Contributing writer

a

•

·:~ · .·

The Popular Entertainment Committee will sponsor a Weenie Roast
this afternoon from 4:30-7:30 p.m. at scenic Lake Claire. Music will be
provided by singer/comedian John Charles (from J.R. Jake's). Stuff your
buns for $2.50 or use. a meal card to get these big hot ones.
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Dark shadows

'The Boogeyman'
harbored a vague t.::ror, the greasy
dark lurking figt1re not unlike the
death angel whose gaze ushered in
It almost seems a different world eternal sJeep. Weeks of nights and
we encounter when looking toward months of darkness hid him from
our childish past. The floating · my eyes, but not from my other
debris of good times and rare treats senses.
He waited, his wicked blade at the
cloud the waters of memory, hiding
from our casual back glance any ready, glistening cold as moonlight.
Like an unfeeling predator whose
trace of the former terrors.
From this present point, it all methodical stalk precedes the
seems a little silly; but then, how lightening pounce, he waited. His
real it was; how intense, especially heightened senses ·always alerting
those terrors. One in · particular him to my fearful investigation, ·he
stalked my childhood, the would halt his rhythmic breathing
boogeyman, patiently waiting for when I would listen hard or silently
the opportunity that he existed for, flee seconds before I would peer outside.
the· chance to do me harm.
Why did this man so seek my
Our nocturnal relationship began
when I was three. Being a normal harm? Why me? I am sure we never
child up to this point, I did not relish met, yet he was obsessed with my
the idea of going to bed when I could blood. At one point he even took on
be up doing anything else, so I'd tus- a partner, and the two of them took
sle and fuss and carry on, anything to hiding in my closet.
Their partnership was short-lived
to prolong the inevitable.
.
I must have been a real bugar on though after numerous failures due
that fateful night, for I vaguely to my quick thinking.
As they would approach my bed in
remember jumping around giggling
at my mother's exasperation when the inky darkness, I would gasp in
the sky fell. '~you better go to sleep my best cartoon imitation voice,
''Ugh, ya got me;'' then each thinkor the boogeyman will get you."
She went on to explain and ing the other had accomplished the
describe him in frightful detail, sen- evil 'mission, they would silently
ding chills through my childish soul. escape.
I can still picture the hat brim
Once outside they would discover
pulled down to conceal his identity,
the dark, .nondescript clothing and the deception, but they fell for this
ploy every time.
his greasy, unshaved complexion.
Finally, in exasperation, I'm sure,
I acquiesced to her bedtime will
the boogeyman did away with his
out of fear; he waited outside.
From that point on, the darkness partner, seeming to satisfy his blood
by Edward T. Quigley

Contributing writer

•

•

lust temporarily.
Returning to his old tactics, he
again took up .his position outside
my window.
At about age six, I took to arming
myself with a butter knife upon
retiring and the mere comfort of its
presence made me less prone to
worry.
On equal terms we would be when
the fateful moment came. Both in
the dark, both armed, the classic
confrontation between good and
evil. A modern day David and
Goliath battle, and I, of course, was
David.
The confrontation never came, the
never being comprised of endless
nights, flowing into the finite
darkness. I awoke every morning
physically unscathed.
Years have passed, yet I can't say

exactly when this macabre vigil ended, or if it has ended.
It seems the tables have merely
turned, and now I seek his destruction, quietly stalking, waiting for
the opportunity to be rid of him once
and for all.

Edward Quigley is a UCF junior majoring in English, who works in the
communicative disorders department. A transfer student from
Valencia Community College,
Quigley won first place ·in the Best
Non-Fiction category at the state
convention of the Florida Community College Press Association which
was held in Orlando last month.
"The Boogeyman" first appeared in
the fall 1981 issue of the college
·
magazine The Valencian.

•

lllJG
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Thank you
KAPPA DELTA SORORITY
.for help in
manning games and concessions
at our very successful casino night.
All proceeds ·went to charity.

The Rotary Club of Longwood ·
·and

The Se.r toma Club of Maitland
1111.!

..

•
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Coming Attractions ...
Happy Feet
Members of the theatre dance
II class, the UCF Dance
Pioneers, will make their debut
appearance on Nov. 29, at 12:30
p.m. on the Student Center
Green. Presented will be a taste
of jazz, ballet and experimental
forms of modem dance. All
·
students are invited to experience this variety of dance
technique.

graduate currently employed by
the instructional resources
department. The lecture is free
to students and the public.

TV Comix

Concert Line

Musical Notes

Ziggy, that hapless hero
created by cartoonist Tom
Wilson, will debut on the tube
on Dec. 1, at 8 p.m. on the ABCTV network. This half-hour

.

Westinghouse Electric .Corp.,
as part of its Affiliate Artist
series, presents vibraphonist Ted
Piltzecker in a special informance to be held on Dec. 2, at
10. a.m. in the Music Rehearsal
Hall. Piltzecker, a graduate of
the Eastman School of Music,
has toured the U.S. and Europe
with the George Shearing
Quintet and is presently the
leader of his own New Yorkbased ensemble. A major voice
among the emerging generation
of jazz 'instrumentalists/composers, Piltzecker will provide
music and commentary during
this mini~workshop.

•••
Auditions for prospective
members of this year's Florida
Youth Wind Ensemble will be
held Dec. 1-3. Auditions will consist of a prepared selection of
choice, major scales and sight
reading. The Ensemble, under
the direction of Jerry Gardner,
rehearses each Wednesday from
4:15-7:15 p.m. For audition appointments, call 275-2867 .

animated television speci~l' is
based on Wilson's latest book,
"Ziggy's Gift," and features the
music and lyrics of grammywinning writer, Harry Nilsson.

Fusion afficianados who saw
them at the Kool Jazz Festival
won't want to miss the Orlando
return of Spyro Gyra, who will
be appearing Nov. 20, at 8 p.m.
in the Carr Performing Arts
Centre. Tickets are $9.50 and
$10.50 (cash only) and are
available at the Carr Box Office
and all Centroplex outlets.
From behind the nylon curtain, Billy Joel brings his
musical style to the Bayfront
Center-in St. Pete on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 25, at 8 p.m.

Reserved tickets are $15. 75 and
are available at the Fashion
Square and Altamonte Mall
ticket agencies.
Spud boys, Devo, will do their
musical thing on Nov. 26, at 8
p.m. in the Tampa J ai Alai Fronton. New traditionalists can buy
tickets for $10 at the Altamonte
Mall.
The Who, Joan Jett and the
baffling B-52s will be melting
the socks off those at the
T-Bowl on Nov. 27, starting at 3
p.m. Tickets are .... oops, SOLD
OUT,

Correction
This weekend's PAC movie
will be "Under the Raninbow"
not "Time Bandits" as listed on
the SC fall calendar. "Time Ban. dits" will be shown Dec. 10 and
12. Features start at 8:30 p.m. in
the SCA. The midnight feature,
'Woodstock," will be shown
tonight. Admission is 50 cents
with a UCF ID.

We'Vegot

coos down
coosedown vest
Two convenient handwarmer
pockets, molded heavy duty
delrin zipper with reversible
slider Insulated with 70/30 prime
northern goosedown. Colors:
Burgundy, Tan, Brown. Sizes: xsS-M-L-XL.

17.95

•••
The select UCF University
Choir will celebrate the 250th
anniversary of the birth of compose.r Franz Joseph Haydn with
a performance of his Theresa
Mass on Nov. 20, at 8 p.m. Conducting this rarely performed
classic work will be Dr. Dale ,,
Voel~er, cijrector of choral activities at UCF. The program,
which will be held at the Church
of the Annunciation, Montgomery Road in Altamonte Springs, is free to the public.

Art Forum

Rodeo vest
Genuine suede leather yoke front
and back. Two deep front slash
pockets. Molded zipper front with
snap storm flap. Extra wide collar
can be turned up to add extra
warmth. Outer shell is of rugged
65% polyester. 35% cotton POPiin .
water repellent and down proof.
Nylon taffeta lining . Colors: Brown ,
Slate, Navy. Sizes: xs-s-M-L-XL-XXL.

Mountain camper Factory OLJtlets
P.O. Box 291
Seymour. TN 37865

Name

Address _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ State __

FREE

COLOR
CATALOG

39.99

Oua11 ry Outdoor

apparel ana
equ1pmenr

...

The UCF art department will
hold an art forum on Nov. 23, at
1 p.m. in the Humanities and
Fine Arts Building, Room 313.
Featured speaker, Cicero
Greathouse. is a UCF art

~~-it
.
Mt;
Factory outlets

_ Zip

Sierra Jacket /Vest
Knit collar innerliner. Molded YKK
zippered front with inside storm
Sheild . Gusseted and zippered
openings at sleeves. Contrast
piping. Nylon outer shell is water
repellent and down proof. Soft
nylon taffeta lining. Colors: Black/
Red; canvas/ Navy; Bluestone/Gold
Slate I Black. Sizes: S-M-L-XL-XXL.

67.95 .
Factory outlet Mall
5401 Oakridge Road
OPEN Mon . So.
Phone ~51·2021

Sun 1 t11 9
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Tra i I -·- - - - rrom page 1

..

Burkett has contact.eel the Department of Transportation in Deland
·
about his resolution.
· "We're going to try to identify the
exact problem spots. They said
hopefully in the next month they are
going to start implementing some of
our proposals, '' Burkett said.
A major step now is to locate funding
sources for the road improvements,
according to Burkett.
"They don't have any available
state funds, " he said. "We need to
find outside sponsors for Funding-anybody can fund."

More at a

glanc~

Library closed
The UCF Library will be closed
on Thanksgiving Day. It will
reopen Friday from 8 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Saturday from 10 a.m.-5 p.m. and
Sunday from 2-11 p.m.

Physicians available

_J

UCF's student Health Center
now has physicians on duty from
5:30 to 9:30 p.m. Monday through
Friday, in addition tot.he regular
dayt~e hours.

• 2GRAND
PRIZE \X'INN ERS win an all
expensL paid trip for thcmsdn~s
and a friend ttl Toronto for
THE \X'HO's last pcrforman(c .
• SO FIRST PRIZE \X'IN NERS
win a Knss Music Box personal
portable cassette player aJong with

Beta Alpha Psi_to meet
Donna Kmiecik, assistant
manager of examinations for the
Institute of Internal Auditors, will
speak on the topic of pensions
before Beta Alpha Psi on Dec. 1 at
1 p.m. in PH 221. All interested
students and faculty are invited to
attend .

SCHLITZ ROCKS AMERICA
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY NOVEMBER 30, 1982

...

•.r

,f-:..-

•

I

GAY COMMUNITY BAR

3715 ·South _Bumby A .v e.
Orlando, Fla. (305)

89~1421

,.

.
·

DAILY COCKTAIL HOUR 2-7 P.M.
SUNDAY TEA DANCE 4-9 P.M.
FANNIE FARKLE'S TEAGARDEN
· FEATURING ... FOOD--DRINKS
SHOWROOM AND DISCO

FEATURING
TOPDANCESOUNDSOFTODAY
SEVEN NIGHTS A WEEK

WILD WED NE SDAY

DANCE TO THE NEW SOUNDS
WITH D.J. KEN NOACK

•

25 CENT WELL DRINKS
'$1 JUICE DRINKS
$1 CALL BRANDS
$1 CAN BEER OR WINE
FREE PIZZA

..
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The race is on
UCF officials seek funds in order to claim $1 million computer science chair
by Loraine Ziegler

UCF has surpassed the half-way
mark in its goal to become the first
university in the Southeast to
possess a $1 million endowed chair
in computer science.
The university has collected
$430,000 of ·the $600,000 required
under Florida's Eminent Scholars
Act of 1980, acc~rding to Jim
Donovan, executive director of the
UCF Foundation.
The act created a trust fund of $15
million to assist the nine state
universities in establishing endowments in the fields of their
choice. One-ninth of that amount
was set aside for each university's
use.
Once UCF has its $600,000 in
hand, the state will contribute
$400,000 to create the Charles N.
Millican Computer Science chair,
named for UCF's first president.
Donovan explained that a computer science chair was selected
because, "It's really our forte. It's
one of the things we do best."
The Harris Corporation got the
ball rolling with a $100,000 donation
in the "private major gifts" phase,
Donovan said. The endowment is
now in its "public" phase. Direct
mail solicitations will be used to attract the remaining $170,000, he
said.

•

Ten chairs throughout the State
System have already
been funded under the Eminent
Scholars Act. Among them is UCF's
first chair, t~e Della Phillips-Martha
D. Schenck chair in American
Private Enterprise. The College of
Business Administration houses the
Phillips-SC~enck'. Chair.
''The endowment (program) was
put together as an incentive ... to attract eminent scholars to the State
University System,'' Donovan said.
The program is part of Governor .
Bob Graham's drive to put Florida's
schools in the top 25 percent of the
nation academically, he added.
Dr. Terry Frederick, computer
science department chairman,
pointed out that, ''There are 25 or so
very well known computer scientists
around the world." He indicated
that no school in the Southeast
could hope to hire these people on a
permanent basis.
"They are too much in demand,"
he said, adding that they are very
mobile people. "We will be lucky to
get somebody to stay for a year at a
time,'' he said.
. However, their mobility could be a
bonus to UCF, since diversity in
chairholders means variety in the
students and faculty who will be
drawn to UCF by the scholars,
Frederick said.
Another advantage of mobility
will be inc~eased exposure for UCF.
Uni~ersity

Future staff

As the scholars move on to new positions, they will spread the word
about UCF's endowment and the
work being done here in computer
science, he said._
Salaries will be negotiable and the
earnings available for salary, travel
and entertainment should be· about
$100,000, Donovan said. "When you
are dealing with the very best, that's

not the time to set salary
schedules-you do what is
necessary" to attract the top people
in the field, Frederick said.
Referring to the $170,000 yet to
be raised by UCF, Frederic said,
"there is a certain sense of urgency
in getting things accomplished.''
Chair, page 21

IF Yoo· LIKE BANKING
MADE EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US

•

The Citizens Bank of Oviedo·is
·1ocated just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in tellers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated
tellers.in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T:M. building. All -t o ·
make banking easy for you.

..

Everything you will ever
need from a Full service Bank is
yours at ....
Any time's a wild time when you add the
great taste of Two Fingers ... and this wild
Two Fingers T-shirt! To get yours, send
your name, address, style preference
and size (men's style S, M, Lor
women's French cut S, M. L) along
with $6.95, to:
Two Fin·g ers T-shirt Offer,
19168 Albion Rd.,
Strongsville, Ohio 44136.
Please allow 6 weeks
for deliver{.

•
YOO.R FRIENDLY
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 32765

@
•

'-::.:,l,.,~"·~

MEMBER FDIC

(305) 365-6611

TwoFingen
is all it takes.
•.98? 'wo hngers 2Qu11a

l!O Prool 1r.1porte<l

Bo:t1ea oy H11am Nalke• Inc

Burhi1garne Calif

Page~16
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GETTING READY
FOR CHRISTMAS
Now's the time to take home
Christmas money ... as a member
of the Walt Disney World Cast.
We have seasonal positions
open in the food, custodial,
merchendise and operations
areas.

Aristocrat HAIR Designs
Precision Haircutting To Your.Specification

@REDl<EN

UCFBlvd.

•

Salon Prescri0tion Center

C~LL

Sat9am-4pm
Mon 9ar:n-6pm
Tu-Th

To apply, come to the Walt
Disney World· Employment
Center, Monday through Friday
from 9 a.in. to 6 p.m.

19, 1982

-

"·-·--

Walt IVlisney World@
An Equ•I Opportunity Employer

Future staff

(Wciik·ins_Welcome Too)
University Square Shopping <.;enter
(Next to Jewelry Store)
(31/~ miles from UCF on UCF Blvd.)

Fri 9om-6pm

PARAGATORS, INC
SKY DIVING

Eajoy the enchantment of
Disney and extra Cfuistmas
~jingle": Join us Today!

by Wayne Starr

671-4247 (HAIR)

9am-~pm

.Jumping from a ''perfectly good airplane'' then peacefully drifting
back to earth Is a dream and fantasy shared by many. The assumptlons that making a sport parachute Jump requires long hard training
courses, athletic ability and buying parachute gear are untrue. Ac·
tually anyone can be trained and make their first Jump In one day. The
,first Jump course begins ·a t 9:00 a.m. and lasts ·u ntll 4:00 p.m. Classes·
are tauglit by an experienced sky diver with a parachute Instructor
rating. Upon completing the course students ~ay make their
parachute Jump (weather permitting}. The Jump Is made from 300 feet
and will be photographed by the Jumpmaster In the airplane. After the
Jump there Is a critique of tlie jump and the certificates are awarded.
The first jump course Is $95.00 per student. This Includes your
training manual, equipment, Instruction, your Jump and certificate. ·
Jerry R. Gillard at (305)656-3057
Headquarters at mid-Florida Airport (904} 357-7800

'First Blood'
rqtes a PGpretty good

z-

In the "Rocky" trilogy, Sylvester
Stallone played a tough, yet sensitive, fighter. In "First Blood", any
traces of sensitivity are eliminated
and Stallone turns into a savage.
Which is not to suggest that ''First
Blood" is not an enjoyable movie.
Well maybe "enjoyable" isn't the
appropriate . adjective to ~escribe
this two-hour blood bath, but the
film will keep you glued to your seat. ·
No longer is Stallone's fighting
confined to a boxing ,ring. Here he
steps out into the real world where
he wages not one, but two battles:
one y.rith a northwestern town
sheriff, state police and national
guard, and a second with his own
sanity.
Stallone plays John Rambo, a
gruff Green Beret veteran of Vietnam who is now a homeless drifter.
Upon wall<lng into a small Oregon
town, he· is qufokly escorted out by
the sheriff (Brain Dennehy), who
tells Rambo, "We don't want guys
like you in this town. This is a quiet
town-boring. And I'm paid to keep
it that way."
.But Rainbo refuses to leave. He is
arrested and carted off to jail, where
he is booked, beaten and humiliated
by a sadistic bunch of police officers.
While we naturally root for the
under.dog, it is very difficult to have
any empathy for Rambo. Like
everybody else in the film, John
Ram ho is a . one-dimensional
character. We ·know absolutely
nothing about him, except for the
fact that he was awarded a Congressional Medal ·of Honor. There is no
character development, no personality emerges. In fact, he hardly
eyer talks. Most of his contact with
humans consists of cold, icy, stares.
The police are all vicious, fascist,
sterotypkally evil, inept idiots. And
their dialogue is written to make
them sound even dumber. When it is
discovered that Rambo is_ a former
Green Beret, one brainless deputy
exclaims, ''Those Green Berets.
They're real badasses."
.Finally, Rambo shows he really is
human, when, after nearly setting a
whole town on fire, he breaks down,
and in the only important words
spoken in "First Blood" cries, "You
just don't turn it off. You do what
you have to to win. It wasn't my
war. We came back and maggots
spit on us ....
''(Over) there we depended on each
other. Here there is no code of honor.
Over there I was in charge of
million-dollar equipment. Here I
can't even get a goddamned job
parking cars."
"First Blood", unlike other recent
Vietnam-related films like "The
Deer · Hunter" and "Apocalypse
Now", is not a sweeping epic. It is
just a si.r;nple-minded, gory, chase
story that showcases Sylvester
Stallone's best assets-his physique
and his scowl. While short on intellectual stimulation-, "First
Blood" will hold the attention of
moviegoers-especially Stallone
fans.

.'

l

I

l

•
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Sports week

Good luck
Lady Knights

Soccer championships this weekend
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports

The top four women's soccer
teams in the nation will be in town
this weekend when UCF hosts its
first NCAA national championship.
"You'll see the best women's soccer ever in the country. It'll be quite
enjoyable, very competitive and
very skillfull to wat.ch," h~d soccer
coach Jim Rudy said.
The tournament starts Saturday
at noon when . fourth-ranked UCF
takes on the No. 1 ranked team in
the nation, University of Connecticut. Defending champions, North
Carolina, will face second-ranked
University of Missouri-St. Louis at
2 p.m.
.
The winners of the semi-finals will
face off for the champfonship at 2
p.m. Sunday. The consolation game
will be played at noon.
The UCF women's team enters the
tournament with an undefeated

•

.record of 9-0-2, having . outscored
their Opponents 54-3 and recording
eight shutouts.
Leading the Lady Knights will be
Laura Dryden, ·who leads the team
· in scoring with 11 goals and 7
assists. According to Rudy, Dryden
will be an important factor as he
maps out his game plan. "We're going to work on our possession game
and being able to hold the ball.
"We have a lot of qui~kness and
we play hard defense. We need to be
at our peak in terms of agility and
transitions and our explosive type of
skills," he said.
Other key players for this upcoming event will be newcomer Michelle
Sedita, who has 6 goals, and Mary
Varas, who tallied 8 goals. Kathy
Mulqueeny, with 7 goals, will have
to be in top shape along with .Nancy
Lay, with 7 goals, as the team will
depend on their speed and running
up front, Rudy said.
On·defe~se, UCF will feature All- ·

American Linda Gancitano and new
addition, Stacey Nelson. Most likely
to start in the goal will be freshman
Kim Wyant who had several key and
sensational saves in the Lady
Knights' quarterfinal match with
University of Massachusetts. UCF
won that game 2-1.
The University of Connecticut is
curr·e ntly ranked first in the nation
with a 15-0-1 record. They have only
allowed two goals all season. ''Our
speed should beat them, but they're
much stronger than we are,'' Rudy
said. "They go up very quickly and
they're very skilled, powerful, and
big. They're probably the best attacking team we're going to face."
According · to ·Rudy, the University of North Carolina should have no
problem with Missouri-St. Louis in
the second game .of the evening.
UNC comes into Orlando with a 19-2
record and is .ranked third in the nation. "North Carolina is probably
the strongest team in the nation con-

sidering the skill and the talent they
have," UCF'·s assistant soccer
coach, Dang Pibulvech said. UNC
will have All-American Stephane
Zeh up front as she alone is a very
dangerous weapon. Along with Zeh
will be top players Dori Kovanen,
Sozy Cobb and Senga Allen.
On the other side of the field,
UMS:t with a i8-0-3 record, will also
place a very tough team. The Riverwomen will attack mostly with AllAmerican sisters Jan and Joan Gettemeyer. UMSL beat UNC 2-1 in
their last meeting here in the UCF
Women's Invitational.
The UCF women's team feels very
confident, according to Rudy.
"They're ready to play and to show
everyone just how good they really
are," said Rudy. "This· is the end
result o(all we worked for."
Admission for the two-day cournament will be $5 for adults and $3 for
students. One-day passes will be
sold for $3 for adults and $2 for
students.

Troubles for basketball
by Mike Candelaria

was replaced by Zeke Kinney who
despite his past coaching success as
a high school coach, will need time
The UCF men's basketball team to adjust to the college atmosphere .
In add.i tion to these ciropens its 1982 season tomorrow at
7:30 p.m. in the UCF gymnasium. cumstances, Clark described this
According to head coach Torchy ye·a r's
tea·m . as
"very
Clark, when the Knights step onto inexperienced." "It has picked up
the court to battle Savannah State, the system well," he said. "We will
it could be the start of a very tough be much better next year."
and disappointing y"ear. After
This year Clark will have to deSavannah State the Knights will pend on . 6-foot-3-inch sophomore
face Valdosta State Mn;1day night Ronnie Thornton. Coming off an
at Valdosta.
'
outstanding .freshman year ThornClark, iri the past, has oeen noted ton will be expected to both rebound
for his preseason pessimism; but and score. Clark said, ' A lot will de~
this year he doesn't have a Bo Clark pend on Thornton, but he's only a
or Jerry ·Pr~ther-former UCF All- sophumore." Thornton is the only
Americans-stockpiled on his key rebounder back, and if his worroster. Instead, he has a team that risome knees fail, the Knights will
finds itself very snort in height, with be in trouble, Clark said.
five players six feet or smaller.
To help Thornton ~ebound is a
Another handicap that the 6-foot-5-inch junior transfer from
Knights face is the loss of several Virginia Commonwealth, Dan
key players. Clark's high scorer . ''.Chop" Faison. Clark described
Willie ~dison · graduated, starting Faison as "smart and heady, a good
center, 6-foot-11-inch Jeff Dorshner solid ·. team ·player." 6-foot-8-inch
transferred and part-time starter junior Isaac McKinnon will . also
6-foot-5-inch Ernie Tate did not help, but Mckinnon has played
return this fall. Also, there are three sparingly the last two years because
other players who became ineligible of injuries and ineligibility. "Isaac
during last season.
has a good attitude," Clark said.
To compound this problem, three "He just needs an opportunity to
of Clark's top four recruits failed to play."
show up this fall. He even lost his
assistant coach Dave Shaw. Shaw
Basketball, page 19
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Basketball players practice for season opener.

Eileen Samelson/Future

•

Men's soccer closes o_
utstanding season with Tampa -loss
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports

The UCF's men's soccer season
came to an end last weekend as
the Fighting Knights participated in their first national
tournament, losing to the U niversity of Tampa 5-1.
Head coach Jim Rudy called
the season a successful and
' historic one with the Knights
compiling a final 10-4-2 record.
''It was a very successful season.
. It had some major accomplishments and some major
disappointments. We played a

very big-time schedule and we
didn't lose to any of the Division I
teams this year,'' Rudy said.
Some of the m.aj or accomplishments this year, besides
getting a national bid for the first
time, were the major upsets UCF
pulled off. The fir~t was handed
down to NAIA champions Quincy College as the Knights beat the
Hawks in a thriller in the
Tangerine Bowl 1-0. Rony Francois scored with just 46 seconds
remaining in the match.
The second, and the sweetest,
came recently as UCF defeated
Division II champions Tampa 3-1

at home. Leading UCF scorer
Francois (with 12 goals) scored
two and Mike Blancher scored
one.
I think the program has
matured a lot. We've come to the
point where we can beat anyone in
the country,'' Rudy said.
·
Coach Rudy's major disappointment of the season was the
2-0 . loss to Rollins !n the final
game. "It was a disappointing
finish with the loss to
. Rollins-that really wrapped it
up, ' ' Rudy said.
There were many fine player
performances throughout the
11

year, but Rudy f~els · that forward
Robert Liut really did a fine job.
''I was very pleased with Liut. He
didn't score many goals, · but he
played a total game for us. He
sacrificed some of his individuality for the strength of the team,''
Rudy explained.
.
As of next year, Rudy can't
wait. "I'm pumped. I think we
have a real strong basis for a real
strong team next year. We've got
17 returning players next year,"
he said. Rudy plans to take the
team out of the state to play such
powers as St. Louis, Northeastern
Loni.::'~n
and the Air Force
Academ} .
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·Baseball
team ends
fall season

Knights close dismal season
by Dave Miller
Future sports

by Lee Lerner
Future sports

UCF's baseball team closed out
its fall schedule on Sunday when
the team split a doubleheader
with the Florida Institute of
Technology, losing the first game
:5_2 but bouncing back to take the
second 4-2.
The Knights finished their first
season under new head coach Jay
Bergman 30~13-1. Bergman
'replaced Bill Moon last spring.
Bergman said he was very
satisfied with the team's fall performance and is optimistic about
the spring season.
''Every new coach has to take
time to get adjusted to a new
team but we had a good fall and
'were able to get adjusted to new
philosophies and new ideas.
We've got a good foundation for
the spring,'' Bergman said.
Infielders Scott Karsten and
Mark Deglomine were among the
Knights' top fall hitters, both batting above .400 according to
Bergman. In addition, Bergman
is looking for a good spring from
pitchers John Flynn, Luis
Mendez, David Van Cura and Jay
Williams after an encouraging fall
season from them.
"We're a team of average
players with championship
hearts, but we've go to be optimistic,'' he said.

The UCF football team ended its
first season in Division II winless
after losing to Eastern Kentucky
26-14 Saturday.
It was the 12th straight loss for
the Knights dating back to last
season.
"We really didn't lose this ball
game," head coach Sammy Weir
said. ''We lost it on the scoreboard,
but I think we won it in the hearts of
the community.''
For three quarters of the game the
Knights held close to Eastern Kentucky trailing by only three points

going into the fourth quarter. But it their first year in Division IL
was the more experienced Colonels, However according to Weir, insiders
ranked No. 1 in the nation, ex- to the program know that it wasn 't
ploding for nine unanswered points so much his coaching, but rather the
complex problems he inherited that
in the final 15 minutes for the win.
"Our guys went out · there an~ led to UCF's wiriless season.
The first and foremost problem
regardless of what they faced, they
never quit," Weir said. "I think the was the 1982 schedule, a schedule
community realizes that and With five Division 1-AA teams.
"I knew it was going to be a very
respects that."
The game was the final one for difficult schedule to contend with,"
Sammy Weir as the Knights' head Weir said, "and sure enough it pavcoach. Weir resigned at the end of · ed out that way." Weir added that
the season, ending his two-year the university needs to be more
careful when scheduling opponents.
a,ssociation with the program.
Recruiting, or lack of it, was
Weir's name will go down in the
record book as being the coach that another problem handed down to
led the Knights to an 0-10 record Weir while he was interim coach.
The Knights' football program lacks
enough financial support to offer
· athletes full scholarships.
"We have got to be ~hie to give
the big back or whatever a full
scholarship if we are going to con·
tinue to play this kind of competition," he said. "It's a matter of a
financial situation.''
The next step for Weir is still
unknown, even to Weir. "I've got a
couple of different opportunities and
in the next few weeks I 'II decide on
what I want to do," said Weir, "but
until then I'm just going to relax."

•
photo by Kevin Griggs

There was plenty of action in last Saturday's game.

THURSDAY·
Heineken Night
$1.00 Bottle

,MONDAY
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
25cHotDogs
9 till Midnight

•

TUESDAY
Ladies Night
St. Pauli Girl $1. 00
Wine60c

SATURDAY
College Football
Happy Hour
25cHotDogs
3-7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Stroh's Night
75c Per bottle

SUNDAY
Busch $2.50 Pitcher
Happy Hour 12 noon til 7

SANDWICHES

...

IMPORTED BEER
273-2~61

•

. THIS COULD BE THE START
OF SOMETJIING BIG
It could be your big chance for a scholarship that pays you $100 a
month, plus all tuition, books and lab fees .
If you want to devote a part of your college curriculum to classroom
and laboratory training in leadership, management, Air Force history
and traditions ... and you can qualify, it could be for you.
Air Force ROTC leads to an Air Force officer's commission. And
that means responsibility, challenge, service to your country. It
means taking on big responsibility.
.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program at your campus. Check
out the benefits of an AFROTC scholarship. It could be the start
of something big ... it could- be the start of a lasting relationship
with the United States Air Force in dedicated service to your
countru.

.

P~ofessor

ROTC

Gateway to a great way of life.

of Aerospace Studies
Humanities &Fine Arts Bldg., Room 214
University of Central Florida
~
(305) 275-2264

•
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Women's ba$ketball strong Volleyball plGces second
by Mike Candelaria
Future sports

While last year's women's basketball team, which won 24 games,
lacked height and relied on outside
shooting, this year's team should
feature a strong inside game
bolstered by improved returnees
and new recruits, head coach Joe
Sanchez said.
"We're very confident about our
season. We signed four girls over six
foot. And we've been working hard.
I feel we should have a good year,"
he said.
Sanchez, who led the Lady
Knights into the national quarterfinals last year, has nine returning
players plus six recruits to help him.
The Lady Knights open the season

in the UCF "Sun Roast" Invitational which will be played Nov.
by Jose A. Fajardo
Future sports
26-28.
According to Sanchez along with
size, depth should be another strong · After a good start, a disastrous
point. Sanchez will use that depth midseason, and a strong finish
by applying full-court pressure on the UCF Women's volleyball
defense. Offensively, he said the team ended their season with a
. team will rely on discipline and a winning record of 26-25 and a secontrolled fast break. '' I love the cond place finish in the Sunshine
fast break," Sanchez said, "but State Conference with a 10-3
we've also won with-a disciplined of- record.
.
Things didn't work out as exfense.''
Although the Lady Knights 'look pected for first-year coach Lyn
strong on paper, success may not King, · as the team suffered
come easy. Sanchez said his Divi- throughout the year with
sion II team will face "the toughest numerous .injuries. Despite this,
schedule ever in-women's basketball . the 26-25 record is deceiving as
at UCF. "· The schedule features 11 many of the losses came to tough
out-of-state schools. King did
Division I schools.
Women, page 20

manage though, to better the
record from last year's 16-23 year.
UCF placed second in the Sunshine State Conference, finishing
second in the Sunshine State
Tournament held in Lakeland last
weekend. UCF defeated Tampa in
the opener 15-8, 15-3, 7-15, 15-ll,
but lost to rival Florida Southern
5-15, 6-15, 15-11, 5-15 in the
championship match. UCF finish. ed with a 10-3 record in the conference.
The Lady Knights placed two
team members on the SSC AllTournament team. Senior Andrea
Jackson from Sharon, Pa., was
named to the first All-Tourney
Volleyball, page 20

Basketball - - - - - - - - - f r o m page 11

.

.

because their schedule, which. includes the always· tough Sunshine
State Conference, is difficult. The
Knights, along with FloridD
Southern College have ruled the con·
-ference fur the last seven years, but
Clark sees Biscayne College as the
··12309 E. Colonial Dtive
favorite to take the title, followed b)
Orlando, FL 32817
Florida Southern. He said St. Leo
' .·,105) 273-3631
Finally, there are junior Bruce Pr- could place as high as third. He feels
ingle and freshman Robin Carr. Pr- Florida Institute of Technology may
"You really haven't tasted l~iaTJ. Food.until you try us!~
ingle, .a 6-fo(>t-9-inc~ transfer from finish fourth, but has a chance at the
Southwest Louisiana University . title followe<I: by E_cker~ College ·and
will not be eligible to play until · a yo~gt Rollins COU~ge team. ~l~k
10CfoDlseountwlth l.D.
_
January. According to NCAA rules, · has picked the Kmghts to fimsh _......_.
~~ .
Bread laked
Premises i
transfer students must· wait one last.
year until they are eligible to play.
crark described him as an "intelligent ·player who Will help."
Cl~k said Carr, a 6'-foot-5-inch ·
player. from Orlando, is inexperienced, but has a tremendous attitude.
To bolster his rebounding corps,
Clark recruited junior Larry
Gowins, a 6-foot-4-inch transfer student from Temple Terrace Junior
College. Qlark said Gowins has
shades of Jerry Prather, referring to
Gowin's great jumping ab~ty and
agility.

on

Although the Knight.s lack height,

Clar;k said they do have quality
guards. Senior returning starters
Jimmie Ferrell and Eddie "The
Rhodes Runner" Rhodes head the
list. Ferrell, at 5-foot-11-inch, is a
good shooter and leader who always
plays hard, ·Clark said. Rhodes, as
Clark's nickname indicates, is a
speedster. C~k stated, "He gives
us our quickness, and he always
comes to play.''

•

· Joining the guard spot are St. Leo
College transfer David Murray and
5-foot-9-inch junior Terence Stanley.
Clark said Murray, a 5-foot-ll~inch
junior, is the Knights best shooter
and an excellent passer. Stanley,
who Clark said is as good a guard as
the Knights have, won't be eligible
to play until January.

•

•

•

Other players who will make contributions from the guard spot are
6-foot-2-inch sophomore Jerry
Jensen, 6-foot-3-inch freshmen Greg
Jump and 6-foot-0-inch Floyd
Henry._ Clark described Jensen, who
played in every game last year, as a
good, intelligent player who shoots.
.well. Clark said Jump and Henry
need time to develop their skills, but
are good first-year players.
Finally, there is Clark himself. His
25 7-80 record ranks him second in
winning percentage among Division·
II coaches. He is an intense competitor and often, his teams display
that characteristic.

The team will especially need to be
as intensely competitive this year

. ,. . ,. . . __
No~
ALUJA'JS
HAVEAGLA'=S ON .
1-\AND.
(Bem:R~

... !N HAND\)

'
1Hr=ReS
NaffitNG

. l3am:R1HA~
HU~ WAOO.R.\

1Rl Pl.E:. SEC
·ON THS.

ROCKS .

E.~RIMENT WITN ~.
1RY HlRAM lPALKER TRl.PLE SEC
ON -rtte R00<S OR WITH

YOUR. FAUORlTI::
MlX5R.

't'roRSEG.S
Et:XX.ATW
WlLL

SE. -

PL.e,.!
HillA.lVI W~KER TRIPLE SEC

For a free recipe booklet. write Hiram W&lker Cordials. P.O. Box 2235. Farmington Hills, Mlch. 4801B © 1982. 'Irlple Sec. 60 Proof Liqueur. Hiram Walker Inc.. F&rmlngton Hilla~ Miah.
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Future
Sports Editor Position Available
.
.Anyone interested in the editing and layout
of the Future's sports section should apply at the editorial office or call x-2601.

.

- ·-

CORAL REEF
PUB
(Under New Management)
Appearing

The·Stereos

Open 7 days a week
HOURS:
M-11-2:00
T-11·2:00
W-11·2:00
TH-11 ·2:00
F-11·2:00

.

Friday and Saturday at 9
Best in Contemporary
. Rock Music

Sot-2·2
Sun-4-42

Special Pitcher Pric~s

R&RHours
Mo.n-Sat 2·7
.45 Busch Draft
$2.50 Pitcher

Daily Spec;ials
, COME IN AND CHECK OUT OUR NEW SURROUNDINGS!

]

.

.

Sports·

Briefs
The men's basketball team -is looking for a team manager. Anyone ~n
terested in the position shoul~ call
Coach Zeke Kinney at 275-2928 .

•••
Don Jonas, former UCF football
coach, and Gretchen Elliot of ZTA
sorority, claimed top honors in the
Recreational Services/Pizza Hut
Punt, Pass & Kick competition at
half-time of the ·Carson-Newman
football game. Jonas totaled 493
feet with his punt, pass and kick to
outdistance Mike Kelly., ATO, and
Bob Shirley, SAE. In the women's
competition Gretchen Elliot, with a
299 foot total, edged Cindy Fee,
ROTC and P.E. Majors by 3 feet and
Veronica Sheehan, Computer
Science, by 10 feet. The next event
in the Inten:µission Magic series will
be the Great IM Shootout at halftime of the Rollins Basketball game
on January 11.

•••
You can win that big Thanksgiving
bird, compliments of Recreational
Services and the Oviedo Meat
World, in the Annual Rec Services
Coed Turkey Trot.
Join the fun on Friday, November
19, at 4 p.m. in the l Y2 mile coed
prediction race. Men run the mile
and w_omen the '12 mile in relay
fashion. The fastest team receives T~Turkey) shirts but the grand prize
of a frozen turkey plus T-shirts goes
to the team finishing closest to the
time they predict for themselves.

How to follow Fellini.
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Stop by Recreational Services, next
to the pool, or call X-2408 for more
information.

... '. .. . . , .. ...:".~ ..-_......._··. ·.··.. · .: ·,·...=;._·'. ~..
• -~· ·.: .
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•

~
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In the last issue, on information
given to the Future by sports information, Mike Harnage of the Cross
Country team was said to have placed 19th in the regional meet. He actually placed 8th. We're sorry for
the error.

Volleyball -frompagel9
team, while sophomore Carol
·Sniegowski of Chicago, · Ill., was
named to the second All-Tourney
team.
King was unavailable for comment because she was undergoing
hospital treatment for a knee injury.

·.Women

from page 19

Along with the "Sun Roast" InvitatiQnal the Lady Knights will
host the Holiday Classic to be
played Jan. 6-8. UCF will be the only
Division II team playing in this
eight-team tournament. Four of the
seven Divi::;ion I teams in the field
were in the national tournament last
season. "If you want to be the best,
you have to play the best," Sanchez
said.
Sanchez said the team's first goal
is to win the Sunshine State Conference tournament, then proceed to
the National tournament and provB
they're No. 1.

.• .

GENERAL FOODS

c 1982 General Foods Coriroration

Q

.'

American
Heart
Association

WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

•
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Plastic edibles

Computers to revitalize food service
The plastic card is the hope for the
future of campus food services.
Under systems now in operation
across the cotintry, students are
depositing their funds in food service accounts and then spending
their money by using plastic
magnetic-tape cards at cafeterias,
delis, grocery stores and pizza
parlors on campus.
The new systems, which go by
names like A La Carte, D.S. Cash
and Diner's Friend, hav~ been in
operation on campuses such as the

•

.

University of Wisconsin-Madison ways. Most schools offer extra cash choose the time, place, and
and Bowling Green State University credit to students who deposit $300 substance of their meals. They pay
for up to 10 years. But this fall, they or more in an account. 'Jnder some for only what they eat, and don't
turned up at many other schools na- state tax rules, card users don't pay have to carry around cash or food
sales tax, which amounts to an coupons that can be easily lost or
tionwide.
"I feel it's a new wave coming, automatic 4 percent discount.
stolen.
Most, but not all, schools refund
with the diversification college
students want and need for their money left in the account at
busy schedules,'' said Byron Kamp, semester or year's end. And while
Valparaiso's dining service director some institutions offer a plastic card
According to Donovan, "It could
and regional officer of the National plan, others combine the new pro- be dangerous if '(other universities)
Association of College and Universi- gram with traditional board plans. come in then with a lot of chairs they
ty Food Service Operators.
But all the card plans have basic qualify for, however, that's unlikely
The programs work in different advantages. Students ca~ pick and
to happe~'~~--

. Chair---frompage15

Having I PartJ .
Bat Tha Bast.
I Have Many
Types Of Beer
&
Wine To
·· Serve You The
Best.

•

t**********************}

*
~
*

~

~ POETRY NEEDED

.

~

~ew

,-

England group wishes to establish contributor>+itProduced poetical anthology for amateur contributors~
i(>nly. Send previously unpublished poems (Limit: 5,*
ic25 lines each), together ·with $1.00 submission fe~
ief or each poem, to:

*

~

Poetica
P.O. Box 23 '
Raymond, N.H. 03077

~

~

~

................---------------· ~....

•

---

FOOD

•

&

S P I R I T'S

Enjoy your favorites:
*Coektails
·-¥- .Naehos
~Cheese Fingers
Potato Skins

*
HAPPY HOUR

•

''2for1!''
nightly from 9p. m. to midnight
"3 for 1 ~' WEI)NESDA YS 5-6p.m.

..

~

FASHION SQUARE

Fashion
Square
Mall

: Have "-our fun : ·
:
without
:
: the hassle! :

I
I
.I
I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

1

1
1
I

I
I
I
I

Ride worry-free with CYCIE-GARD®
motorcycle insurance from Criterion!
Cycle-Gard is the insurance with money-saving
discounts. 10% off for a claim-free record. Another
10% off for insuring two bikes. Another 10% off for
completing the Motorcycle Safety Foundation
Rider Course.

• Fast-action 24-hour claim service
•
•
•
•

throughout the U.S.
Low down-payments.
Stretch your payments out over 9 months.·
Famous Criterion service and dependability.
Free rate quotation right ~ver the phone.

Call: 645-1488

.3131 Orlando
Corrine Drive

.1
-

.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

II

~Criterion
II
INSURANCE COMPANY

~ • • • mICUP & SAVEi

•Iii••,

~

*
~

**
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FREE
ADMISSION

Open
11 a.m.
to
10p.m.

WITH COLLEGE l.D ..
ON THESE NIGHTS
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7438

FRESHEST ICE CREAM

Monday

University Blvd.

University Square

'V

Every

i

I

678-0637

i VISA I

New Wave

EJ

.

~

FRIT

RockNRoll

----===FJTT/Txmc

l V2 Hours $1.00.Heineken

•

We've Got ·The Best Deal
In Town On Kodak Film!
We Guarantee H!
10%Student
Discount

r~
-~.:.~--~-1j 677-5558
J~
·
Ii 1··. --.:'':
t

,I . .·

-·. Kodak

[1 ~

.. _ _ _ , . _

gooc:l loCI

- . --:--- -
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7436Unlve"'lty81vd .
,
University Sq. Shopping Center

fora :lkpa~. ,

,

Orlando, Florido 32807
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NOT VALID FOR SPECIAL EVENTS

@ .RED~EN
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OPEN
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WE ARE HERE
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:::0
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CURRY FORD ROAD

No Gratuities Please
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:::0
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@REDKEN ~

Men With Thinning Hair:
Now We.Can Give You
Fullness and Control
DaynwnAfter Day
If rnu'n•
J'rnm lla1r
mun·l!kt

1110:-;t

:-;uffPrin~

S • M• T•W • T • f • S .

6L I I! Ii~ I~ L~ :_
a

BLONDIE'S TO OPEN NEW

RESTAURANT IN UNION PARK!
By now I suppose it's pld news when
the major national restaurant chains
announce the opening of new outlets
in Central Florida. Hut what makes
the arrival of Blondie's so extraordinary is that Blondie's is making its Orlando home in Union Park~
:-:· Hlondie's is a kind of. Bennigans, TC I
;:;: Friday~. Kelly's, and Haffles all
{ rollt~d into one. The emphasis is
definitely on popularly prin·d "fun
foods" such as Cheese Fingers, Potato
Skin..~, and wonderful salads. Nothing
on the Blondie's menu costs more
than five or six dollars and most
itt'ms are in the $2.9.') rangt.

I t>:':'.

:-;ei1t lu~ing eontrnl on·1· .mu!' apjil'antllt(' a;-; mmd1 a;-; lo;-;ing· ,\'Olli' hail'. :\m\· \rt' i..'·an lwlp put you h<td• in eontr<>l
\\'ith tlw HK Thi1.111ing Hair Sy:-;tt·m f'i:orn Hvdkt·n ' .
1\rn effE:>etin· ing-redirnt rnmplt•xp;.; an· tlw kt•.\._ Thl'~·
won't make hair eTmr baek (11othi11e· ean \'d ) hut tlwr
\\"ill countel'at't tlit• major :-;idt· t'f'f(•tt;.; that· dl'tvrrni1w h.m\·
full ,\·om· hair look;-;.

Redken'~ exdu;.;iH· GI,,-}ll'og'l'llie '" rnmplt•x t1·t·at;.;
hair ~trand: intt>mallY to maximizt• !'ullne:';.;. Arni

\rt•ak
"
lipophilic (oil-a bt'orbi i1g) c:om pit•\ 1·t·1110,·p;.; e \c< •;-;;.; ;-;utl p
oils that can flatt en .rnur hair <lllcl trap it again:-;t .rnur
scalp.

A full bar is in opt·ration with the
·Blondie's conC'ept and dw1cing to
hoth live entertainml'nt or disco is
available nightl.v. ~ound likt:• fun?

•

Blvndies is open at 11731 East colonial
Drive, just one half mile south of the
University Of Central Florida Campus.

*
FE Ef >BACK: Tlw sonndings I'm

Our profes~ional st~·list;.; \rill abo eut and ~tylt• your hair
to make it look as full a~ po;.;;.;ible-a look ~«HI ean eount <>ti
every time ;\'OU look in the mil'l'lll'.

Call or ::;top by toda,\-. WE"ll help put you i 11 rnn t rnl ag«tin.

N01VS

•

11"!"1

273-1313

-

by Mary Maguire

~

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando ·

z•

-,, :
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z

<
Cl)
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9-5 Tues. - Sat.
Thurs. Eve . .
by Appt. Only

0

·GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN

:::0

(J.J

Q.

Advertisement

The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Women .. .lncludes Hair analysi&

Cl)

cc:

~REDKEN

PERSCRIPTION•

Azeem Hairstyling

z•

E--

SALON

N3}103H@ ·• NOIJ.dIH::JSH3d

NOlVS

:tll-8070.

*

:·:·

*

::;:

J

"Pardon our sawdust" reads the sign
on the chalkhoard in the entrance to
the Knight's Table Restaurant, 117:31
Eai-;t Colonial. It seems the folk." at
that fine catt.;ry arc remodl'ling their
dining room and lounge. Hui if you
do11'1 mind a littll' noiSt.! as you t·njoy
your "flow('l'pot. bread" or dl'iiriou~
Lu11rlwo11 Buffet ($:!.Hf>), it's still Wt·ll
worth tht t tip.

*

*

•

(\.: a:-.dire, cea....efire! It IMks likL·
there's·a Happy Hour war raging. A...,
!!w Ti mP Out Lounge at East Colon1al and Alafaya Trail announced a ": ~
for I " ~~appy Hour on Wednesda.v:-.,
so too did Kt·llv's H~taurant in Fa shion Square Mall! Both of thes<·
ct nuking establishments run ":l for I"

: ,J~ :;i,f,; : : ~: :,:~:7=: ,:.,: ·,: ,',,,,Jli
1

11.. :,:: ::::: ::: :,::: :::: : : :;; :,:,::,:: ::::::::;:::::::: :::: :: :;: : : ::::

•

reC'eiving from those of you who visited the White Marlin in the Longwood Village Shopping Center last
week are best summw up in the
words of radio personalit.v Gene
Burns, "For fresh seafood, you simply
must visit th(• White Marlin". Hut ll't
nil· suggl'sl you rail for rest:rvations:
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Commission to redirect alumni funds
by Harry Brockman
Contributing writer

The UCF Alumni Association has
formed a commission to ' plot . the
organization's long-term direction,
according to Alumni Relations Coordinator Mark Glickman.
The need for such a commission
stems from the increased amount of

resources resulting from the growth
of the association's budget. The task
of the commission will be to plan
and study the long-range objectives
of the UCF Alumni Association.
The commission's results will be
submitted to the Alumni Council to
aid them in establishing and implementing foture policy.
The commission will be aided by a

study done at the University of
South Florida, which features a five
· year plan that is revised each year to
keep up with new developments.
·
The USF study took a year to
complete. According to Glickman,
the UCF commission hopes to complete their study in less time by using the previous study as a guide.
Glickman, hims~lf a member of

the group, said the three major objectives of the commission will be to
establish a mission for the Alumni
Association and set forth long-range
goals to achieve that mission;
establish short-range goals to help
implement the long-range plans; and
review the Alumni Association
bylaws to det:e rmine whether they
assist or hinder that body in achieving it's goals.

UCF STUDENTS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT
THE EXCITING ·

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH OF· OVIEDO
5 mi. north of UCF on Alfaya Tr.

Dr~ Wil~am

R. Marr, Pitstor

..

r------------1
BUY 1 GET 1 FREE

1
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

On Any Item On Menu
With Coupon

1
I
I

·UNCLE JONES' ;
BAR·B·QUE
I
2415 Aloma Avenue
Winter Park, Florida .
678-1293

I ·

This DeskCan'Reach Mach 2.

I' ·
I.

'------------·
I·

The FUTURE would
like to congratulate
its top 3 ad reps
for this week
Casey Tennyson
Chris Kelly
Della Dell

•20

DEEP AGEE
offers

•ADULT

DENTAL CLEANING
FLUORIDE TIIEATMENT

1·5•CHILDREN
· CAVITY
DETECTION
XRAYS aad EXAMINATION

$

at his practice of

GENERAL
DENTISTRY

THE GREATER MALL
Suite 105
.
430 Semoran Blvd. (E. Hwy. 436)
Casselberry

Bache;};j~;iu!9 2
Fees may vary with complexity
of the case
Available
1...0ffers expires Dec. 19 Sat. & Eves .....

SAMUEL M. CLAWSER, M. D.

making authority.
Some desk jobs are
In .t he air, and on the
more exciting than
ground,
you have
others.
management responsiAs a Navy pilot
bility from the beginor flight officer, your
ning. And your
desk can be a sophisresponsibility grows
ticated combination
as you gain experience.
of supersonic jet airNo
company
can
give
you this kfo.d of
. craft ~d advanced electronic equipment.
leadership responsibility this fast. And
But you can handle it. Because Navy
flight training gives yon the navigation, nothing beats the sheer excitement of
Navy flying.
aerodynamics and other technical
The salary is exciting, too. Right
·
know-how-you need.
away, you.'11 eam about $18,000 a year.
. In retul]l, Navy aviation demands
That's better than the average corporasomething of you as an officer:
tion will pay you just out of college.
Leadership.
.
Your path to leadership starts with And with regular Navy promotions and
other pay increases, y9ur annual
officer training that's· among the most
demanding in the military. It's intensive salary will soar to $30,400 after four
years. That's on top of a full .package
leadership and professional schooling
of benefits and privileges.
combined with rigorous Navy flight
Before you settle down to ari earthtraining. And it's all geared to prepare
bound desk job, reach
you and other college
r-;;;.,;;-0;;0;;~.;- - - - -W-;61 · for the sky. Reach for
.graduates for the
INFORMATION CENTER
I the coupon. Fin9. out
unique challenge of
I P.O
. Box 5000, Clifton, NJ 07015
I 0 Please send me more information about becom· I what it takes to be
Navy ~viation. The
program is tough but I ing a member of the 'Naval Aviation Team. (0Al 1 par.t of the Naval
F"irst
1Pleuse
I
Last
I Aviation Tham. You
re~arding.
Address
Apt. # - - 1
could have a desk
One important
1 City
State
Zip
I that flies at twice the
reward for Navy
I Age _ _ +College/University _
I speed of sound.
officers is decision:j:Yettr in College
+GPA _ _ _ __
Name_~--...,,.,...---..,,----,,.----Pri~t

I
I
Number-..,,-,-----..,,,.--,,,,-~c-- I
I
I
I
L::·.'.::h~·::·:: ~ - - ~ - - J
6Major/ N;inor_ _._ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone

ANNOUNCES THE OPENING
OF HIS OFFICE
FOR THE PRACTICE OF
OBSTETRICS &
GYNECOLOGY.

I :3 / .'i S. O r1111g1:. \ r «.
S11il1' :3F
()rfa11clo. fl .

,Cl-JJ.. /(i/ 2

1 A rea Corle!
Best T ime to Call
Th is is lor J<e n~ral recruitment information. You do not have to
furni s h tt ny nl the inform adori requt!sted . Of course. the more we
know. the m01e we can h elp to determine the k inds uf ~a vy posi ·

- Navy Officers ·
Get Responsibility Fast.
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IUIPIAN
Educational Center

t e

There IS a difference!!!

Course

S~!Au!l)'S
IJe:Jl in 'ff/id-Ga:Jlern' &

ofebanet>e

Orlando
Connection
Plaza I

JooJ

S. Semorun B/vd., Orlando J/a.

(305)

Dec.6
Jan.8
Jan.15
Jan.16

GMAT
SAT
.LSAT
MCAT

50

I

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, Florida 32792
San Jose Exec. Center

6ultan 's

We reserve the right to cancel any class for
which there Is Insufficient enrollment
Call for detalls
Days, Evening, or Weekends

E-W Express~ay
f 87

Class Starting

678-8400

273-097~· -·

..

· Centers In More Than 80 Ma)or US Cities
Puerto Rico Toronto Canada & Lu ano Switzerland

Need a temporary or part-time job?
Kelly-Health Care employees:·
•RN's

• N ursi~g Assistahts

• LPN's

•Homemaker/Companions

"

Kelly Health .Care .offers days & schedules of your choice.
Home care & staffing situations

1

Call for information.

1221 Lee Road • Suite 208 • Orlanqo

293-3316'

RECORDS
&TAPES
Open Mon-Thurs 10-10
Friday-Sat 10-11
Sunday 12-7

Grand

_ FeaturingThe
Largest Inventory.of
Albums, Cassettes,
. ~Blank Tapes, And
Accessories in the
· Orlando Area
·Rock, New Wave, Jazz Soul,
Country, Classical And More...
689 East Altamonte Springs Dr.
Altamonte Springs
"5 Blocks East of
Altam nte Mall"

.

..

Op~ning

Celebration·

•

GoingOnNov.19-27
Many of Today's Top Hits On Sale!

....._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _iiiiiiiiOiiiiii~..,._=-:=====-,_..~-----_:..--____:_'
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The forum of ideas for the UCF ~ommu'!ity

Reese~ s

comments u.nfair·,
shots at UCF .uncalled for

•

•

Editing a publication of any size, regardless of its circulation, is 'indeed a learning experience. Last week I
learned a lesson in layout design and a valuable lesson in
human nature.
Our Nov. 5 article titled "New student group aims for
people with a 'curiosity about the gay lifestyle"' drew fire
from numerous quarters including Orlando Sentinel columnist Charley Reese.
·
. Reese's criticisms were two-fold. First he critiqued the
display of the story and secondly he took issue with its
content.
It is not these criticisms that I fault in this instance.
After all, everyone is entitled to their opinions and their
own· personal tastes. Mr. Reese, however, managed to
wander far afield of the facts as is his usual style.
For example, Reese managed to turn an article about
30 h~mosexuals forming a club into a .s calding attack at
the mtellectual level of our nation's universities in
general and UCF in particular.
Though he did not agree with the Future's presentation
of the article, Reese had enough faith in the story's accuracy to quote its passages. Unfortunately he did not
have enough faith in the strength of his argument to
quote them accu.r ately.
The Future quoted the Rev. Robert Gibbs, director of
VCF's United Campus Ministry, as saying he didn't see
any "inherent danger" in the club as long as its founders
stick by their promise not to recruit.
Gibbs went on to say, ''Although it is not the way God
intended things for the majority of creation, some people
are gay."
Reese toolc this sound, level-headed statement of simple logic and religious belief out of context and perverted
it to give the impression that Gibbs was either gullable or
in support of homosexuality. It doesn't take a master's
degree in journalism to recognize shoddy reporting.
Reese, who described UCF's intellectual atmosphere as
"sterile and crass," even managed to work in an insult
aimed at our football team.
It must be an incredibly vibrant and stimulating atmosphere that spawned this man who possesses such an
overwhelming talent to state the obvious.
Yes, this is a learning experience and I learn from my
mistakes. I thought that my audience was intellectually
mature enough to handle the story's controversial content.
The mistake I made was in forgetting that Charley
Reese has a subscription.
As for editorial content, the Future will not shy away
from the controversial. We have an obJ.i.gation to our
readers, including Reese, to report all the news so that
you can use the facts to form your opinions.
Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

•
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-Letters----------...-Taylor claitits board is effective
Although no formal moEditor:
tion was considered, the
In response to the
need for a format attractive
editorial by Michael E. Grifto potential underwriters
fin in the November 5
Future, the WUCF/FM .·has been discussed in
meetings of the full board
Board of Directors was inand the fund raising com-.
formed at its Septembe!' 4
meeting that severe cuts in
mittee. Rather than a
"toothless lion" roaring opth.e University budget
necessitated our search for . po~ition, the Board of Direcadded revenues, sponsortors has taken energetic
ships. and funding opporst,eps to ensure that our
university radio station contunities in the WUCF/FM
· listening area. ··
tinues to broadcast a format
Steps were taken imwith "educational value,
mediately by the board to
proper balance and good
seek increased financial suptaste."
port for the station. An
It should be noted that
underwriting/funding comstudents comprise one-third
of the WUCF Board and parmittee was established and
board members ate now
ticipate with insight and the
spirit of cooperation. The
soliciting area companies for
success of our campus staneeded underwriting.

tion is due largely to the prOfessionalism and experience
of the Station Manager,
Keith Fowles, - and his
dedicated student staff.
The problems we face are
directly link'ed to the severe
budget crisis that affects all
areas of the university.
WUCF/FM serves the entire Central Florida community. It is the hope of the
Board of Directors that it
will continue to provide programming popular to broad
segments of this co:r.nmunity. and, at the same time,
give students valuable experience in broadcasting.
K. Phillip Taylor ·
-Chairman
. WUCF/FM
Board of Directors

l have never found, in a
long experience of politics,
that criticism is ever inhibited by ignorance.
Harold MacMillan

Letter.
Policy
Letters to the editor must be
delivered to the Future by 5
p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters should
not exceed 250 words and
must be signed with the
writer's phone number.
Names are withheld u~n
request. All letters are subject to editing.

No r9om for 'oral sex club'
Editor:
After your rather explicit
article regarding the proposed existence of and ''Alternative Lifestyle" club, I offer this in balance.
As a commuter student, I
have attended UCF for
several yeai:s and have
always been aware of a
neutral, sometimes negative
student attitude on this
campus.
Low SGA turnouts, poor
attendance at Knight football games and students
riding the "class curve" to
artificial B's are examples of
thi$ apathetic attitude.
Admittedly, I am an
average s~udent and
therefore fall' into this pervading "So what?" aura.
That was until the Nov. 5
issue of the Future.
My apathetic contentment, a consequence of
routine daily occurences, has

Where in the hell do these
been shattered by 30 sexual
aberrations wishing to form aUeged ,.'constitutional
an "oral sex" club at this rights" and "legitimate
university.
reasons for existence" exThe managing editor, who cuses end? As a UCF stupenned the article, iri effect dent I am vehemently op-·
extended an invitation to 99 posed to the recognition of
percent of the student such a group.
population to engage in oral
sex with these 30 biological.
Practicing a personal
misfits-justified by the
philosophy of being "first a
head misfit's claim that 99 good animal,'' before even
percent of all people engage addressing the concept of
in at least some version of ·''being a good human,'' I can
his form of sex.
not accept homosexual
claims
of normalcy.
If this ALSO group can
pull this off (no pun intended)
then perhaps I shall petition
the school to recognize my
organization
"FG A"
(Future Gynecolegists of
America) Currently there is
only one member but he will
embark on a recruiting program, attracting many more
students than ALSO.
FGA can look forward to a
large membership once it
becomes common knowledge
that members, as preprofessionals, can conduct
comprehensive free exams.

It is ·impossible for me {and ·
99 percent of the other people out there) to condone and
easily co-exist with such a
club. These reasons are not
based
in
deep-seeded
religious or morai'istic
grounds, rather in a feeling
that gays should neither be
seen nor heard thus remaining in their respective little
weird closets-hopefully
forever.
Mike Prongue
*more letters on ~age 26

----------------------------~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~__,__l~
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Changes In add/drop system are needed;

Rotter Proposal could be the key to solutioti ·

.o0

---

Editor:

The Future will .not publish an edi·
ti.o n next week due to the
T:fianksgiving Holiday. The next
publication date of the Future will
be Dec. 3.
The staff wishes one and all a happy Thanksgiving Day.

.

.

Child abuse
hurts

everybody.

sideration this week which suggests
ways this problem and other related
The time has come to address the problems can be eliminated.
registration-add/drop problem
before it rears its ugly head again in
If passed, this resolution would be
December. Although there are many sent to th~ faculty senate, registra·
problems associated with add/drop, tion officials and Dr. Leslie Ellis,
those which follow have been chosen vice president of Academic Affairs for review. If they are in agreement,
for investigation.
the following suggestions may be
These problems uiclude the long implemented.
lines at add/drop; the limited
An add/drop appointment time,
amount of time provided for those
students who wish to drop only; the . based on class standing and most reunavailability of professors and cent semester GP A should be
department chairmen at registration · printed on the students' trial and ad·
and the early closing of .add/drop visement schedules along with their
registration time. _
·
(currently 6 p.m.).
· In response to a ·s tudent survey
taken at add/drop fast year 97 per·
cent favored a change from the cur·
rent add/drop procedures. Of those
favoring a change, 70 percent
favored add/drop appointment times
based on class standing and most re·. ·
cent semester Grade Point Average.

•1

I've submitted a reso~ution (non·
binding) for .: ·student senate con-

We need your help.

By posting faculty phone numbers
on the glass doors in front of
registration, student access to over·
ride information would be increased
since faculty are not always
available for the understaffed college tables at registration.
Evening hours are necessary since
many s·t udents must work or can't
be on campus until after 6 p.m.
Other university depai:-tments are
open until 8 p.m. to handle students'
needs, why not add/drop? By re·
maining open until 8 p.m., those who
work or have classes could add/drop
regardless of their add/drop time.

Students would use this time only
if needed and would always be ad·
mitted after their time listed. This
polic:y would eliminate long lines.

. In closing, although nothing J.s
ever perfect, problems can be solved
if someone will take the first step,
research the problem and present
solutions for study and possible imA separate computer terminal plementation. These are my suggesshould be provided for drop only tions. Their fate rests with the stustudents so they are not kept dent senat.e and the university.
waiting in line, tying up classes that
others are trying to register for in·
Senator Rob Rotter
side.
-

·THE HAIR SHOP .
Precision Style Cpt $7 .00 .
Full Sei'Ylce Sinon
Walk-I~

10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie <:enter)
i1NiON PARK

-

COUNTRY FLORIST .
WEDDINGS* BANQUETS *WIRE SERVICE

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
100/Q Student

Welcome

'. Discount wlthStudant 1.0.

282-1.700

Daily 9~5 & Thurs. til 8

..W.:j:R7l~ _·
r·Tr~~~~C:J

7~ Universlty Blvd, University Square

{excluding wire service) ,

Orlando, Florida 32807

.

Hansel 8' Gretel Child Care Center

''Pilot pensl

Youhbve1o

261 S. Central Ave.
Oviedo, FL 32765
(305) 365·8230

hold ·
1hem
1wo hands!'

Trained ~erlOnnel

Hot.lunches
MUsic · ·
Art
Fleld Trips
· Creative Activities ·
Science

Infants thn,112 years
_ Drop ins Welcome
Transportation to &. From School
Program for Toddlers ·
Pre:.Kindergarten

.

10~.0iscount with

Student I. D.
A Home away from Home .

"Get your claws
off my Pilot pen.

SPECIAL EVENT

I don't get
no respect!"

"Thiftty Gator"

"People just have a hunger
.
for my Pilot Fineliner. You know why?
They're always fishing for a fine point pen
that has the guts to write through carbons.
And Pilot has the guts to charge only 79C for it.
People get their hands on it and forget it's my
pen. So I don'tget no respect! You think I
make out any better with my Pilot
Razor Point? No way! It writes
whip-cream smooth with
:on extra fine line. And its
·custom-fit metal collar helps
·keep the point from
going squish. So people love it. But for
only 89¢ they should buy their own penand show some respect for my property." ~
0

t .

~

Just K.noeked Out the
Htgh Prle~ of Clams

Clam
Bake
Friday ~ight 7-10
[}»ILOT]

..

fine point mcuter pens

pie take to a Pilot Iike irs their own.

Thirsty Gator
Oyster Pub .

~v.

t:"'oo"·~

Dinner for Two
Over I doz. steained ela1118
w/ kielbasa, potatoes, eorn
.
all for 89.98
.

3040 N. Goldenrod Rd.
Qrlando. 671-1976
between University&. 50

Hours Mon 4-11
Tues-Thurs 11-11
Fri-Sat 11-Midnlght

•
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---More L e t t e r s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Foreign students pay mo~e than their way
Editor;
I wish to address myself to the
hypothetical question posed in the
Oct. 29 issue of the Future concerning the cost of foreign students.
It seems that a clarification needs
to be made concerning the difference
between foreign exchange students
and regular international students,
since. your query uses the two terms
interchangeably.
The Foreign Exchange Program
sends American students to universities abroad in exchange for having
students from those same universities come to study in America for
equivalent periods of time. These
students hold J-1 (exchange) visas
and are responsible for their tuition
and living expenses. At the present
time, UCF has only one foreign exchange student, which means there
is a student from UCF attending his
school in France.
International students come to
the United States for the education
they are unable to obtain in their
homeland institutions. Most are studying subjects directly related to
the development of their countries,

•

Deadline:
Monday at Noon

Jorsale

.

such as engineering, business and
computer science. About two-thirds
of these. students are financed
primarily by personal and family
resources, and another 15 percent by
their home governments or foreign
private sources.
Contrary to the · implication of
your question, the international
students at UCF are not
beneficiaries of state or federal sub~
sidies- they pay their own way. The
financial situation of each foreign
applicant is carefully reviewed by
Dr. Hoan, the director of the inter-

national student office.
Unless the student can document
that he will be able to meet the cost
of his studies in the U.S., he will not
be permitted to attend UCF,
regardless of his academic standing.
The only types of financial aid our
international students are eligible·
for are: on-campus employment, tuition waivers and short-term loans,
none of which make any appreciable
dents in tuition bills that amount to
over $1,000 per semester.
We have approximately 400
students on F-1 (student) visas at

UCF, and about 15 percent of those
are on some sort of foreign scholarship. I,_ too, am a foreign studentone who is grateful for the opportunity to obtain a good education in
this country. This is an education
which has much more to do with
human relations and life itself than
with textbook facts and figures.
Let me end this letter with a
hypothetical question of my o~
What kind .of tuition would the rest
of you be paying if 400 of us did not
pay such elevated fees?
Marie Anne Meneses

by Carl McKnight

Spankw

~e<,/WATS

WHATlS IT/

. 51C.l</

./

I

eLASSIFIED
foJrent

wanted

Student Rate:
50 cents per line

services

Want to buy: One ticket to The Who Personality profiles for your next party.
1979 'Honda Express moped. Excellent Unfurnished house-tired of crowded, loud
·
In-depth, entertaining, & accurate. Call
condition, great gas mileage, low main- ·apartments? 4-bedroom, 2-bath house concert. Call 282-3696.
Elizabeth, 67i-1208.
tenance. Price: 8225 negotiable with ex- with many extras, double garage, all kittras: helmet, saddle baskets & Citadel ch.en appliances. Located in Howell f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
EARN/SAVE MONEY as co-op marke
theftproof lock. Call 275-3654 after 5 PM Estates, 5 miles from UCF. 8575/mo. &
dep. Will rent for academic year. Call 677IS S
member. No product resale, inventory, or
or 275-2601 (ask for Larry).
.4599.
,......
meetings. Great mail order potential. Call .
MUSICIANS--Improve your P.A. with a
EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. 678-5525.
like-new Peavey series Mark 2 stereo Room~ all util. pd. 890/mo. 2 mi. to UCF.
Tenn
papers, theses, reports, resumes,
Refrigerator
in
rm.
Call
282-2440.
mixing console. Features high & low imetc. Correction of spelling, grammar, punc. Business and personal consultations: th
pedance inputs, FX returns, four-band EQ
coming year clearly defined: business,
& patch cords. Bought new for 8800, must Duplex for rent, 2-bdrm., 2-bath across and editing included. Reasonable. Call
finance, marriage, health, .career. Ac
sacrifice for 8450. Call 275-3654 after 5 from Univ. 12047 and 12045 Waldon Bea, 678-1386.
curate and reasonable. Call 671-1208.
Woods Dr. Avail. Nov. 1 . .Call evenings,
PM or 275-2601 (ask for Larry). 862-3723.
FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING
For rent, option to buy, 8225/mo. dep.
Guaranteed 10.0% accuracy. Expert DTs with sound systems. Also live band
1980 American mobile home, 2-bdrm. ll/2- Very near UCF. Nearly new duplex, 2- correction of spelling, grammar, pun- !"anted for holiday parties. 851-~335 . .
bath. Partially furn. University Village. bdrm., 2-bath. Ctrl. air/heat, range,
ctuation. . Term papers, t4eses, disserGas heat, cen. AC. Call ex. 2805 or 834- refrig., carpeted, storage rm., drapes,
tations, research papers, resumes, and G.a y Community Services of Centra
4703.
. wooded lot. 8375/mo. 894-2434.
·
typing. All work prepared on IBM display Florida offering legal and medica
writers. Ful-time staff, all have college referral, counseling, hot line with train
Who tickets availll Call char, make offer!
273-5610
degrees. 24-hr. turnaround avail. 671- members & special activities. For infor
Phone 855-5125, MWF after 5 PM.
matio~ call 843-2750.
3007.
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
1975 Mustang II, too many extras to name.
Furnished & Unfurnished 8235-8260
Make offer. Days, 645-3438. After 5, 282Rates too high? Call me! Prof. typist. 16
2 Pools; Tennis Courts
2304. Ask for Ken.
.I
yrs. experience at low rates. Call DAY or
EVENINGS, 678-4360.
On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
IBM memory typewriter: tOp-of-the-line.
Kenny, Happy Belated Birthday, soiry r
50 pages of memory. Excellent condition.
Accurate TYPING; attractive/correct for- late but there was no issue last week.
Just checked out by IBM. : 82250. 671ms. IBM Sel. II. Reasonable, mhi.or Hope you had a good time. Your Brother
1208.
editing. Exp. in any/all jobs. Call Marti--1 Buffalo, Artie.
mi. from campus. 365-6874 by 7 AM.or afWho concert ticket. Craig, 830-1679.
Heather, oJ the Rad.lo & TV Dept., wri
--Mature, quiet, non-smoking, non-drinking ter 5:30 PM.
to: 116, Houlton Ct., San Jose, CA 95139.
Hewlett-Packard 82104A card reader. male to share 2-bed/2-bath Fontana apt.
New, still in box, never used HP's price (off 15A). 8140/month, 1/2 util. Call Joe, Professional typing. Word processing or Sam.
8215 selling for 8160. Call Mike, 275- 277-8654/671-7581before10 PM.
·
IBM typewriter, 869-1716.
0400, leave return number & make offer.
Female to share 2-bdrm../2-bath apt.
A loft for sale. Double, unassembled. 8140 8220Mo., incl. elec., phone, cable TV, etc. Typing done qulckly & accurately by exp. ·
Avail. Dec. 1. Call 277-3879 after 7 PM.
secretary. Term papers, dissertations,
or best offer. 282-9130 .
theses, reports, etc. Materials &
Small mobile home in family park w/ Male transfer student needs 2 or 3 room- proofreading incl. Low rates. Call Sharon,
clubhouse, pool. Screened patio & util. mates for Spring 83. Bus. Adm. major. Call 365-6101.
.
bldg. Ideal for student or retirees. 86000 (904) 694-5970.
--T
cash. Phone 277-7697.
--Female roommate wanted 1st of Jan.
yping service available, 11 years exMotorcycle. KAWASAKI LTD 1000 1980. 8138/mo. & l/s utilities. Pool, HBO, cable. perience. Close to UCF. Call Denise, 275Extras. Exe. · cond. Has cruise control. Semoran North Apts. 678-1482.
6257.
82995. Phone 277-7697.
·/()1 . .
Female/male roommate wanted. 8100 Computer word processing, customized
~luuc
Good condition, Wurlitzer piano, deposit & l/2 utilities. Call 282-3589. Univ. resumes, theses, term papers, reports, etc.
mahogany· wood. Call 647-8980. Price Villas.
From 81.50/page. Call Jackie, 678-3173.
lndlvldual cOnticienttaiCounse.llng
8900firm.
Gynecologists
Expert typing. Term papers, theses,
Speaker Service
Exercise bike- Huffy concow-se, excellent
resports, resumes, etc. IBM typewriter.
2233 LE-E:
WINTER PARK
condition, 8 mths. old, low mileage. InBest rat.eS in town. Teresa, 869-0684.
eludes speedometer, odometer, timer &
tension gauge. 870 or best offer. Call 8598280.
WST: Man's wedding band, gold w/ blacli Experienced typist available for all your
Toll Free 800-432-5249
--weave. Iffound please call Jeannie at 2216 typing needs. Call Mary, 677-5089.
.
Original & unique Christmas ball or 282-5093 eve. Reward.
ORLANDO ll WINTER PARK
terrariums. 84 each or 3 for 810. To order,
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST,
call 695-2417 after 5 PM.
·
.
ACCURATE,
TERM
PAPERS,
MANUSCRIPTS,
RESUMES,
IBM,
REASONABLE, DAY OR EVENING, 6780241.

typ• t
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Adjuncts __________.____ from page 1

Aristocrat HAIR Desi_
gns

Bolte, associate vice president of
Academic Affairs, said.
The amount of experience adjuncts have in their fields is a
primary factor in determining
salary, Bolte said. One adjunct, who
has been teaching at UCF for more
than three years, said she had not
received her teaching assignments
for next semester even though some
of the less experienced adjuncts in ·
her department had.
Because she has more experience
in her field and requires a higher
salary, the university may hire
another less experienced adjunct for
less money, she said. ''The bottom
line is the budget,'' she added.
The money for the _adjunct program comes from the Other Personnel Services budget. Along with the
adjunct program this budget covers
the hiring of graduate and
undergraduate student assistants.
This year, OPS provided $588,000
although the university spent
ilinost $1.5 million, Karl Blackwell,
budget director of the Board of
Regents, said.
The money needed to supplement
the adjunct program came from
funds set aside for faculty salaries.
If the university cannot hire a fulltime faculty member, it is permitted
to use the extra money to hire ad-

Precision Haircutting To Your Specification

<
~

@REDl<EN

UCF Blvd.

•
CALL 671-4·247 (HAIR)

Salon Prescription Center

Sat9am-4pm
Mon 9~'!1·6pm

(Waik·ins Welcome Too)
University Square Shopping Center
(Nex1 to Jewelry Store)
(31/2 miles from UCF on UCF Blvd .)

· Tu-Th 9am-8pm
Fri 9am-6pm

ATTENTION ALL
FRESHMEN
If you are interested in meeting with an
academic peer advisor concerning your ·
.trial and advisement schedule prior to
advance registration, please call the
Coun~eling and Testing Center at
275-2811.

___....,..,._,....._.,,.,.,_""""'I"'~----------~----~-.,.--..,--~--:--..,.....,........,..~-~~-_.,.....,'"":""""~--....

Good times offer:

Fourteen oz. glass mug for sale. It's the two-fisted
.
way to drink to gooq times and salute your great taste ·
·in drinks. Why·not start a collection? Please send this
coupon, along with a check or money order for $4.95
per mug (no cash please) to: Seagram's 7 Crown Mug
Offer, P.O. Box 1622, New York, N.Y. 10152
1

Add re......__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State_·_ _ __ __ Zip_ _ __

Specify quantity

Amount enclosed$_ _ _ _ __

Offer expires June 30, 1983. No purchase necessary.
New York residents add 8.25% sales tax .

Plea"' allow 4 to 6 week• lo"h ipmeot.

~ ~~ \;.

l\

the college would have had to reduce
the number of ·courses being offered,
Llewellyn said.
With the present budge.t cutback,
the college is still operating at last
fall 's level, even though there has
been an increase of 1,000 students,
Llewellyn said. The adjuncts are
teaching approximately 135 courses
at the college.
The expanded use of adjuncts also
means more out-of-class work for
full-time faculty. These faculty
members are req~ired to participate
in departmental committees, to do
community service work and studen,t advising. When more parttimers are ·hired, there are less peoplB on the permanent staff to s~are
in this extra-curricular work,
Llewellyn said.
Out-of-class student-instructor
discussions may also be reduced
because most adjuncts have other
jobs off campus.
Several adjuncts not only teach at
UCF but also at Seminole and
Valencia Community Colleges. A
teacher may teach only one or two
courses at UCF but actually have a
six-course workload. This leaves less
time for individual course attention.
The university requires adjuncts to
post three hours of office time per
week for each three-credit-hour
course they teach in an effort to insure that students are able to get
out-ofolass help.

.

TOM'S PIZZA

Name_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _=-=
"",,.-:-:-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

juncts, Blackwell said.
But the university would not hire
adjuncts instead of a full-time faculty member if one is available just to
save money, according to Bolte. Only those positions which still are vacant at the beginning of a semester
can be used to hire adjuncts.
As budgets are reduced, one of the
first programs cut is the adjunct
program because these teachers
have no continuing contract with
their schools. As the use of adjuncts
expands and they carry more of the
classload, the effects of these cuts
may be more pronounced for the student, Blackwell said.
The adjunct program is expanding
nationwide as institutions of higher ..
education strain to keep up
academic standards despite tighter
budgets. Almost one-thir~ of all
teachers at these institutions have
part-time status, according to the
National Center for Education
Statistics.
At UCF 95 of the 143 adjuncts
teaching this semester are employed
by the College of Arts and Sciences,
which is responsible for most of the
General Education courses,
Llewellyn said.
The college can employ all 95 adjuncts for what it would cost to hire
35 full-time faculty members.
Without the use of these adjun<:ts
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